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"1 here is no single issue that sen'cs 1<1 precipitate a Im:akdow n bl:t\\\:en 
la\\ enforcement officials and minority groups and has thl: potential fm 
serious disorder as police usc llf deadly lind l:xcessiw force." 

R llbert Lamb . .I r. 
Rt·gilllwi /)i"'('lor 
Community Rdatilll~s Service 

"A~ a Illllyor. I lim greatly concerned ahout the awe~ome pll\\er we as a 
society dell'gaie In the poli~·e. We have ascribed tllthe police the mle ofheing 
Ir:gllly sanctioned 10 lise deadly force a~.1 means of social control. Thu~. a~ 
managers of cities. we must insure that the police are provided \\ ilh "dequate 
guidelines to 'Issist thelT. in exercising their great discretion in this area. I 
strongly h~'liew that thl: police usc of deadly force should not only be legall~ 
justifiable but also socially and morally warranted and in keeping \\ ith the 
principie~ of humane soci,t1 control in a democratic socieiY." 

The H ofloraole :\'laynard .Iacbon 
lfal'lIl' (Ii' AT/all/a 

"fhe rising incidence of police hrutality i~ a c"use tor gfll\C multlal 
concern. The indiscnmir;o!te and often ddihemtl: use of poJace torcc again't 
unarmed ,md i,,~';c .. 111 citi/ens lTit:s~ be regllfdl:d as" crisis \\ Illch dcscf\es I he 
immediate llllention of law-ahiding citi;';!ns and the ( .. S. Departml:11I (It 
JusticC' .... 

Marg.lret Bush Wilson. Chair 
~A:\CJ> :'\ation,,1 Board (It J)irecior~ 

"By assuming political responsihility for our cities. "s has heen successfully 
accomplished in numerous cities. we mustliiso he responsihle for ch"nging 
attitudes of minorities towards la\\ enfof(:l:l1lent agencie~. which heretofore 
have heen perceived as instruments and vehicles of oppression." 

Ben Brown 
/)"fJ/II ,. Chairmall 
Democratic :'\lllion,,1 Committee 



"The Department of Justice is committed to WO: K ",ith police officials 
across the country to develop a sound policy and I:seful guidelines for the 
appropriate usc of deadly force. To accomplish this g )al we will use all of our 
resources research programs. training courses. a,liI meetings with law 
enforcement officials :;nd organizations and concerne,,1 community groups." 

The Honora,?:!! Benjamin R. Civiletti 
/)/'1'111), A 110"11'), (//'I//'ral 

"The discretion whether to employ deadly force is. because of its 
irreversible cOllsequences. the gravest power that a society can delegate to 
one of its agem'ies. Accflrdingly. the development of strict guidelines to 
govern its usc should rect:ive the highest community priority." 

The Honorable Wade H. McCree. Jr. 
Sot'idlOr (il'neral 

"The FBI has important investigmivlc responsibilitil's in the area of civil 
rights: these include clIses involving 'Il/egaliuns of polic,~ brutality which 
must be investigated in every instllnce with thoroughness and professiOlllll
ism. Our work serves to vindicate the :.?ood officers wrongfully accused and to 
identify those who dishonor the badge." 

The Honomble William H. Webster 
Dirt'clOr 
Federal Bureau of In\'estig~tion 

"LEAA will continue to assist police administrators. lawmakers. and city 
lIdmini!itratllrs as they strive to formUlate clear direction lind guidance to our 
l\>lItion'!l law enforcement officers chllrged with the awesome responsibility 
of determining the need lind degree of force alld ultimately the use of deadly 
force in violent situations. Intensive and ('ontinuous tmining. appropriate 
guidelines. practices and controls must be addressed in order to reduce and 
restrict the usc of force lind deadly force by police without risking and 
jeopardizing their lives:' 

Henry S. Dogin 
At/mini.l·lm/llr 

LI\\ Enfon:enwnt Assistance Administration, 

"The rduct.lllce of people hl even clIll to account the police officers they 
have been victimi/ed hy ... or the system that continues to oppress 
them ... and Ihal al'tua"y operates against la\\ enfOrCellll'1II officers who 
wish III do Iheir .i<)h ... might be the hl'ginnings of a totalitarian systelll." 

'I hl' Hlllwrahle John Conyers 
l·"ill'" .\'11111'.1' Rl'l'rl'Sl'ntllfil"1' 
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FOREWORD 

The use of deadly force is in all probability the most serious act a 
law enforcement officer can engage in. h has the most far-reaching 
consequences for all the parties involved. Thus. it is imperative not 
only that law enforcement officers act within the boundaries of legal 
guidelil1es. ethics. good judgment. and accepted practices. but also 
that they be prepared by training, leadership. and direction to act 
wisely whenever using deadly force in the course of their duty. 

Officers have an affirmative duty to use that degree of force 
necessary to protect human life: however. deadly force is not justified 
merely to protect property interest. A reverence for the value of 
human life should always guide officers in considering the use of 
dead Iv force. 

h i~ in the public interest that law enforcement officers be guided 
by a policy which the people believe to be fair and appropriate and 
which creates public confidence in law enforcement agencies and 
individual officers. 

It is the ultimate objective of the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration to assist law enforcement agencies in the 
development of strategies and techniques to reduce the number of 
homicides by officers without permitting the officers to put 
themselves in greuter jeopardy. 

Stutement by 

/lon/f-r F. Broomi.
Deputy Administrator for 

Administration 
Luw Enforcement Assistunce 

Administrution 

\' 



Tht; Community Relations Service (CRS) of the Department of 
Justice was pleased to respond to the request of the Nathmal 
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBI .. ,E) to 
conduct a workshop on the subject of Police Use of Deadly Force at 
the NOBLE convention in St. Louis on June 22. 1978. 

The pervasive and stubborn antagonism between police and 
minority groups. which sfverely ~mpedes law enforcement. is 
intensified by charges of excessive us,e of force and various forms of 
protest of such conduct. While this is fil problem which only police can 
resolve. community cooperation :and insistence are important 
components of the solution. To make that cooperation possible. 
dialog between police executives and. minority community leadership 
must take place in a problem-solving atmosphere. rather than in 
moments of inflamed passion. when such discussions usually occur. 
To be successful such dialogs "Iso depend on common understanding 
based on knowledge of the facts and complexities of the problem. 

The desire to construct that base of shared knowledge lies at the 
root !JfCRS'sponsorship of the NOBLE Workshop and our reques1, 
that LEAA publish this symposium of the papers presented there. 

CRS. which is charged by Congress with the responsibility for 
helping communities to resolve racial and ethnic contlic' .. has dealt 
with such manifestations of the problem in many hundreds of cases 
throughout the nation in the past dozen years. While our assistance 
has often been useful to these communities in helping them 
reestablish ruptured relationshipsltnd improve policies and practices 
related to the use of firearms and other forms of force. the problem 
nationwide is unabated and recurrent. 

Some students of the subject assert that the root of the problem lies 
neither with the police per se. nor with the community per se, but with 
the total societal predisposition and concomitant administration of 
justice system which, in various ways, tends to confer an unofficial 
sanction of imm'Jnity upon the police. They question the objective 
capacity of the "internal police investigation." no matter how well
meaning the intent may be. 

lt is further argued that when a case is taken to a grand jury, 
indictments are rare. The critics not only challenge the objective 
capacity of a grand jury to indict a police officer "who daily risks 
hisl her life to protect the community," but also question the 
enthusiasm of the prosecutor to present a vigorous case against the 
police. With respect to the small number of cases that eventually are 
prosecuted before a jury, the number of convictions is far smaller-
again, so the argument goes, because juries are reluctant to convict a 
police officer. 
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Stubborn as the problem has been. there are a number of 
harbingers of progress. Among these is the increasing attention being 
devoted to the problem. 

Police administrators are taking a closer look at the issue of deadly 
force and discussing it with their peers. Officials of local government 
are increasingly expressing con~ern and reviewing relevant policies. 
Many who wish to see changes advocate improvements in State law 
as well as in departmental firearm policies. which generally are more 
restrictive than the State laws, 

Somc conccrned organizations see in this climate an opportunity 
for initiating a new type of dialog with city officials and police-a 
dialog that opens at a time of relative accord. not discord; that 
quickly identifies the points of common interest: and that refers to the 
findings of research and the newer approaches of police 
administrators in seeking to bri.dge outstanding differences. 

The Community Reiations Service stands ready to provide 
le~bnical assistance for such dialogs whenever requested by the 
pal'ties at interest. 

Statement by 

Gilhert G. Pompa 
Director 
Communit\' Relations Service 
U ,S, DepartlllCnl of .J uSlice 

vii 





PREFACE 

Police use of deadly force and th~ issues surrounding it are of 
primary concern to all, but the p~oblem is particularly acute for 
black, Hispanic, arid Native Amc'ricans. Because ofalleged misllse of 
deadly force. police departmenls across 'thfil country have e;,:pe!,j~nced 
strong criticism and even violent protests. Studies by the Community 
Relations Service (CRS) Qfthe U.s. Departm~~nt o{'Justice, tbe U.S. 
Civil Rights Commis~.on, the Police Foundation, and LEAA's 
National Minority Advisory C<tluncil suggest that no other single 
factor exceeds poli~e use of deadly force in fostering dis.trust and even 
disorder within communities, especially minority communities. 
Research by Gerald Robin, Paul Takagi, an!! others tends to supp.).il't 
allegations fhat minorities are \lictims of police use of deadly force in 
excess of lheir proportioil of !~IC: poptdatio,n, 

The Oepartmen', uf justice is sensitive to the issues raised by 
min,orlty communities and researii'lers, and several agencies within 
the Department J,'trc addressing the questions posed. Early :n 1978 
cas established a task force on police use of deadly iorce. The 
research arm of LEAA., the Na .. ional Institute of Law Enforcement 
and Criminal Justic'!, has identified police use of deadly force as a 
research priority. Similarly, the National Minority Advisory Council 
of LEAA has designated this topic as a principal research I'riok'ity. 

Tnts publication further demonstrates the commitment of the 
Department of Justice '.0 face the ~ssue squarely and work in concert 
with community OI'gst'li:t.ations to dispel the distrust and the basis for 
such distrust that exists between law enforcement I)ff.icials and the 
minority communities. OriginaHy conceived as a report of the 
workshop on police use of excessive and deadly force, convened by 
CRS as an adjur,ct to the June 1978 meeting of th~ National 
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives (NOBLE), the 
scope of this publication has been expanded to Include statements by 
key Justice Department officials and a review of the published 
research on this critical issue. 

The remarks in the For~word by Homer F. Broome, Deputy 
Administrator for Adm~histration of LEAA, Clnd Gilbert G. Pompa. 
Director of the (.'RS. set the stage for the articles that follow. 

The NOBLE workshop is the focal piece of this publication. and 
this part begins with an overview of NOBLE itself b}' its president 
Rubert Williams, followed by the resolutions that emerged from the 
June workshop. These resolutions-II propcsalK for action
include suggestions for legislation and remedial measures that would 
enhance the civil rights of all Americans. The workshop itself 
comprised presentations on police use of excessive and deadly force 
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from silt perspectives and ea~h makes a distinct contribution to 
buildin1~ an understanding of the issues. 

After the NOBLE workshop. CRS conducted a "Community 
Consu.ltation" which consisted of representatives of NOBLE and 
other organizations sharing their concerns. their strengths, and their 
ideas on this topic of mutual concern. A summary of this informal 
"town meeting" is presented as is a roster of participants. 

Part III of this publication highlights the concerns of the 
Department of Justice and includes statements by the Hon. Drew S. 
Days m. Assistant Attorney General. Howard P. Carrington of 
CRS. and Blair G. Ewing. Acting Director of the National Institute. 
Research efforts of the National Institute on police use of deadly 
force are outlined by Peggy Triplett, and the scope of a new research 
program is detailed. 

The final section, Part IV. has been prepared by the staff of the 
Police Foundation and includes a summary of the concerns of that 
organization by its president Patrick V. Murphy and an indepth 
review of the literature on police use of deadly force. In addition to 
summaries of major research studies. this section also includes an 
annotated bibliography selected from the data base of the Nat.ional 
Crimina! Justice Reference Service (NCJRS). These documents are 
available from NCJRS on interlibrarv loan. 

I n sum. what began as a report of the NOULf. workshop has 
emerged as a compendium of official statements, current thought, 
re~earch directions. and bibliographic infurmati{)n about police use 
of deadly force. It is hoped that this publication will provide further 
impetus to all who arc involved in addressing the issue of police use of 
deadly fOice and will maintain public awareness of the progress that 
is being made to resolve the problem. 
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Part I 
THE WORKSHOP 



NOBLE: AN OVERVIEW 
Hubert Williams 
!''''Sic/l'lIt. NOBLE 

NOBLE. the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement 
Executives is dedicated to improving the quality of criminal justice 
throughout the United States. This organization came about as a 
result of a symposium on Reducing Crime in Low Income Areas 
sponsored jointly by the Joint Center for Political Studies, the Police 
Foundation. and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
on September 7-9, 1976. in Arlington. Virginia. Some 60 black law 
enforcement executives from 24 States and 55 cities across the Nation 
recognized the need to organize so they might continue to address 
collectively the crisis within the Nation's urban centers. These 
officials u~derslOod il was vital that high level black police expertise 
be given greater consideration in the development and implemen
tation of policies and programs Ihat would appropriately deal with 
crime in America. In doing this. NOBLE was based on the following 
purposes: 

• To unify law enforcement officers at executive and command 
levels: 
• To develop mechanisms that will facilitate the exchange of 
information among black police executives: 
• To become the spokesman for black executives in law 
enforcement: 
• To work with the community to achieve greater involvement 
and cooperation with criminal justice agencies: 
• To work for immediate implementation of programs to 
increase the number of black police officers at all levels of police 
service: 
• To develop communication techniques for sensitizing police 
executives. police officers. institutions, and agencies in the 
criminal justice system to the problems of black police officers 
and of the problems of the black community: 
• To establish effective means and strategies for dealing with 
racism in the field of criminal justice: 
• To establish linkages and liaisons with organizations of similar 
concern: 
• To conduct research in relevant areas of law enforcement: 
• To evaluate and recommend legislation relating to the 
criminal justice process. 

In carrying these ou~. one of the mandates of the NOBLE 
Constitution is that NOBLE invGlve itself in meaningful research. 
Our St. Louis. Missouri. workshop on "Police Use of Excessive and 
Deadly Force" was a preamble to such research. In this regard. both 
the National Institute of Law r"forcement and Criminal Justice and 
the Community Relations Se\'ice provided vital input and support. 
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The workshop elicited views from cross sections of the criminal 
justice communiiy and lay people. regarding the need to establish a 
uniform policy in this area. 

In light of the absence of standards. unnecessary deaths result that 
impact disproportionately upon ,he minority community. 

NOBLE believes that police departments and police officers in a 
democratic society have a mandate to perform in a manner which 
respects and preserves those rights guaranteed to all American 
citizens under the Constitution. We deplore those instances where 
people are injured or killed by the police's use of deadly force under 
circumstances where neither the life of the police officer. nor that of 
any other person, was endangered. 

Finally. it is our contention that the unwarranted use of deadly 
force serves to perpetuate the schism between police and community; 
it generates fear. hostility. a climate of suspicion. indifference, and 
noncooperation. to (he detriment of law enforcement. 

Given the above. NOBLE has passed the resolutions that follow. 
These resolutions were a natural outgrowth of the workshop on 
"Police Use of Deadly Force." 
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NOBLE RESOLUTION ON 
"POLICE USE OF DEADL.Y FORCE" 

ThaI police departments and other law enforcement agencies 
formulate firearm policies which are clear. uncomplicated. and easy 
to enforce. 
That the firearm policies of police departments and other law 
enforcellwnt agencies be based upon the principle that no officer's 
weapon be discharged except in the defense of life. 
ThaI State legislatures establish laws which require police 
departments and other la\\ enforcement agencies within their 
jurisdiction to formulate firearm and usc of deadly force policies 
which arc consistent with the principle that weapons arc to be 
discharged only in the defense of the life of the officer or of other 
citizens. 
ThaI the Civil Rights Division of the United States Department of 
J maice propose legislation to the Congress of the United SHlles which 
wouki effectively make juriSdictions civilly liable for the excessive use 
of deadly force by officerll of Ihe law. 
ThaI the N.ltional Organil.ation of Black La\\ Enforcement 
Executives and its constituent members vow never to abide bv or 
support the ullwrinen "code of silence" when there has been an .tbuse 
of deadly force by the police. 
ThaI NOBLE support the establishment of technic.tl assistance 
projects. the object of which would be to politically educate citiz~ns in 
effecting change in the formulation and administration of the policies 
of the police departments and other law enforce:ment agencies in 
those communities where there is ,til habitual abuse: of deadly force by 
law c'nforce:illent officers. 
71ulI NOBLE undertake a study of firearm policies of police 
departments and it survey of the: types of fir~~.mns and ammunition 
being utilized by police departments. 
ThaI NOBLE .tppe:al to lhe media to bring editorial pressure upon 
stilte and loc,,1 officials to formulate. administer. and enforce firearm 
policies which would reduCl~ thl' abuse of deadly force by the police. 
nUll police depitrtments adopt strong regulations d~~signed to 
eliminilte almse of firea~11l lIS'lgC. 
71ulI an adequate record keeping system be instituted to document 
firearm dischargc occurrences. 
ThaI police depllrtments est~lblish mechanisms to insure proper 
investigations of firearm discharg,~ situations in order to carr~' out 
their responsibilities. 
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THE POLICE USE OF EXCESSIVE AND DEADLY FORCE: 
RACIAL IMPLICATIONS 

Lennox S. Hinds 
p(W NlIIiona/ /)irecwr, National ('01~l'ere,,('e of BlU('k LOIqers 

The police havc unique powcr. They arc thc only rcpresentatives of 
government,,1 authority who in the ordinary course of cvents are 
legally permitted to usc physical force against a citizen. Othcr 
agencies of state power rely up~ln request. persuasion, public opinion. 
custody. and legal and judicial processes to gain compliance with 
rules and laws. Only the police ClIO use firearms to compel the citizen 
to obey. The police arc also in a special category in that thcy are 
sworn to enforce the IlIw at all times. on or off duty in most 
jurisdktions. so tlmt their access to firellrms is constant and legaJ.1 

The powcr ofthc Statc to kill exists not only after a conviction for 
certain crimes when a person may be executed, but at any time on- or 
(lIT-duty police officers. armcd as law enforcement agents. shoot to 
kill those they suspect <Ire lawbrcakers. 

The nationnl dehatc on the use of ('npital punishment continues. Its 
disproportionate application to minoritic~ was considcred an 
ohvious justification hy the Supreme Court to suspend its use 
(Fllrll1/1n v. (it'orgia,40N liS 23N (1972».~ 

Despite the Court's recent decision which purports to "curc" thc 
discriminatory impact of the death sentence. in many jurisdictions 
there is sufficient public and legisl.uive repugnancc to legalized 
murd~r as an "acceptllhlc" criminlll sllnction to impede the passing of 
lIew capital statutes and. when passed. to discuurage actual 
executions. At the least. it is apparent that public dialog and 
controversy continues on the suhject of capital punishment. This 
article will 1I0tllddress the denth penalty .1Ild its racial impact at this 
time (The Natiolllll Conferenc~' of Black Lawyer's positions on it arc 
llIi record in hriefs nrnicus curiac in cases before the Supreme Court 
ilnd in tcS:i,llllny ilnd articles 'l\'ailable to those interestcd.).l 

I raise the issm.' to elllphasi/e what seems to be uncontrovcrted: 
wh(lt distinguislll's a jud;s.:ially determined death sentence from (he 
taking of :ife hy polke fore\.' is th~' llvailability of due process 
silfeguards the 0PP(lrtunity for those marked for death to be heard, 
to c111lllcnge. to appeal h(:l'or(' ('x('cwicJIl. 

The use of deadly force hy police. howcver. rem"ins a decision 
guided mainly hy individual officers in whilt is usually described liS 

pressure situaliotls.4 Not only C:1Il the victim not challenge th:lt 
offker's decision, request a hearing. or appeal the split-second 
decisioll, hut his survivors rna\' have 110 redress either. 

I will return 10 the lluestiolll;f redress for victims {)j' police murder 
afler it review of SOllle statistics on police killings. Such st:ltistics. 
inl'idl'llIally. arc wry hard to ohtain. The news mcdia often s~'r\'C liS 
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the principal source of statistics and descriptions of incidents 
involving police killing of civilians. Fatal force by police has been 
studied by a number of social scientists. I will discuss some of their 
findings, and I will be pleased to provide references to anyone 
interested in reviewing the literature. 

In the most recent data (1977) of police killings of civilians, white 
males continue to be killed at a consistent rate of 0.2 per 100.000 
males aged nine or over. The rate of black males aged nine and over 
killed by the police continues to increase. a trend first noted in 1962: it 
reached an all-time high of 2.4 per 100,000 in 1969 and continues to 
rise.~ 

The rate of blacks killed by police has remained at least nine times 
higher over the last 18 years in which the statistics have been 
evaluated.!' Although blacks only comprise 12 to 14 percent of the 
Nation's population. they comprise at least 50 percent of those killed 
by the police.7 Even that statistic can be misleading. considering that 
nearly 90 percent of those killed by the Philadelphia poiice force were 
black in the years studied between 1960-1970,8 when the black 
community accounted for 22 percent of that population. During the 
same period, a review of police killings in eight American cities
Akron, Chicago, Kansas City, Miami, Buffalo, Boston, Milwaukee
in addition to Philadelphia found that the ratio of black victims to 
white victims ranged from 6 to I (in Akron)9 to 30 to I (in 
Milwaukee). Chicago has both the largest total absolute number of 
civilians killed by the police in the 5 largest American cities (New 
York, los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit) and the highest rate in 
proportion to the population. 1O Blacks are six times as likely to be 
killed by police in Chicago as whites, and 50 percent of the victims of 
police fatai force were black males under 25. 11 

We at the National Conference of Black lawyers do not need. 
scholarly journals to tell us that police lawlessness is widespread and 
particularly targets black citizens in big cities and small-for 
beatings, illegal surveillance and searches, for harassment. and for 
murder on the street. Each day letters and petitions come to my desk 
describing in gross and horrifying detail the experience of blacks in 
every walk of life at the hands of the police. 

Police abuse is a fact of life in every black community-none of us 
is immune. NCBl member. attorney John Walker was beaten 
mercilessly in a bar in Mississippi by the police on New Year's Day 
1977 and then charged with aggravated assault and batter~' on a 
police officer. During the summer of 1975, three young black men 
sittin2 in a parked car in the Washington Heights sec£iDn of 
Manhattan found themselves in .a rain of police fire in a case of what 
ine police later called "mistaken identity. "12 A young black child of 
IS, shot and killed by a New York officer in the Brownsville section of 
Brooklyn, was in a basement preparing for a birthday party, when the 
police charged in on a false burglary tip. One social scientist views the 
problem in this way: "police have one trigger finger for whites and 
another for blacks."ll 

Rather than continue this parade of horrors, I will turn to 
remedies-remedies which seem to me to be crucial not only to bring 
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confidence in law enforcement to the black community but to remove 
the stigma of lawlessness which stains the reputation of all police 
officers and stimulates the development of disrespect for legal 
institutions which is rampant nationally. This disrespect has too 
often been earned by the conduct of law enforcement .\f'~encies. 

The patterns and practices of police abuse have been exacerbated 
by the creation and development of LEA A national resources which 
have increased the "kill power" in large and small departments by 
financing developments in weaponry, communications systems. 
surveillance techniques, and intelligence operations which operate in 
closed systems that have no provisions for public accountability and 
are unrestrained by specific legislation or judicial mandates. 

BOSS Squads. RED Squads. STRESS Squads, and other 
paramilitary police units foster mentalities that place their conduct 
above and outside the law. "Kojak" and "Starsky and Hutch" need 
not be concerned with the trivia of the fourth. fifth. and sixth 
amendments-their judgment is always in the best interests of the 
public and their arresteesalways guilty. The public geeks safety on the 
streets but not only from criminals but from legally sanctioned 
violence against them as well. 

We know that litigation can be an effective tool in the efforts to 
curb police abuse and in some instances has resulted in the criminal 
prosecution of brutal officers and awards of large sums of money to 
victims and their survivors. Litigation certainly has a chilling effect. 
at least for a time, on thedefendant officers and police depanments. 14 

But litigation will not result in the systematic changes needed to 
reduce the adversary relationships between the police and the 
citizenry. nor will it stop summary executions by the police. 

The cessation of unnccessary and illegal use of excessive and. 
deadly force seems likely to be achieved by a variety of strategies 
which cast the light of public involvement and scrutiny on police 
conduct and decisionmaking. These strategies should include: 

• Inclusion of citizens member:. in internal police d.isciplinary 
systems. 
• Citizcn observers in station house!; and operation rooms. 
• External citizen review boards with decisionmaking power 
and organization and procedures that include paid civilian staff. 
administrators and investigators. public hearings. counsel for 
each party nt proceedings for spel!dy investigations of 
complaints. rules of evidence. power of subpena. and cross 
examination. nnd whose findings arc binding on the internal 
affairs office of the police department. 

I say this knowing full well the stormy history of police review 
boards and the anger they generate among law enforcement officers. 

I am conVinced iliai on!y through public aWilreness and police 
accountability 10 civilian authority can police ranks be rurggd of 
officers who misuse theirdiscretionar\' authoritv tocloak the racism. 
psychopathology. and brutality which inculpaies many officers. 

We further Purl'OSC legislation that will define with great specificity 
the circumstnnces in which police may usc deildly force. We feel very 
strongly that deadly force should not be used against a suspectt:d 
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• 
fleeing felon who has not used or threatened deadly force to the 
officer or a third person and whom the officer does not believe will 
use deadly force against him or others if not immediately 
apprehended. 

The U.S. Court of Appeals in the 8th Circuit (:\"uuis v. Selma/) 
held that it is unconstitutional for a policeman to use deadly force 
against an escaping felony suspect who has not used violence or 
threatened other people's lives. Too many State statutes permit 
deadly force when a "forcible felony" is committed, without defining 
what "forcible" means. The court is properly concerned about a 
statute that permits the police to kill someone who may have 
committed a crime but does not show any intent to harm anvo",,~ and 
whose only concern is escape. We must p;event police execution of an 
accused who. if convicted. might only receive probation. We must 
prevent executions of citizens whose only fault is being black and 
being present when police overreact or make "mistakes."'5 

Police mistakes can no longer be allowed to kill black children. 
maim heads of households. or be justified by internal affairs 
procedures. The polke must be liable for criminal prosecution as a 
result of their acts. like any ordinary citizen. We believe that the 
burden must shift to the officer to remove the present mitigating 
circumstances rules used to exculpate police officers from 
responsibility. 

For informa.tion about draft legislation relating to significant 
civilian review boards or statutes relating to the police use of deadly 
force, please contact me at the National Office of NCSL. 
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POLICE DEADLY FORCE AND CHURCH CONCERN 
John P. Adams 

Direc·tor. Department or 1.011', JU.uil'e anti Commlmitl' Relations 
United Methc~di.u Church. Washington, D.C. 

The official report of the 1931 U.S. Commission on Law 
Observance and Enforcement, in its section on Lawlessness in Law 
Eniorcement, includes a parable. It says simply, " .... official law 
breaking recalls the :;tory of the Dukhobor who tried to go naked in 
the streets of London. A policeman set out gravely to cal>'iure him, 
but found himself distanced because of his heavy clothing. Therefore, 
he divested himself, as he ran, of garment after garment until he was 
naked; and so lightened, he caught his prey. But then it was 
impossible to tell which was the Dukhobor and which was the 
policeman. " 

This paraMe, liS we would term it in religious parlance, graphically 
introduces one of the serious concerns of the church related to the use 
of deadly force by the police. The use of deadly force is an aspel.:t of 
police work which contains a dangerous potential for lawlessness by 
those who exemplify obedience to the laW as wr.U ~.~ having been 
sworn 1('1 enforce ·it. 

Anyone conscious of events in a multitude of minority 
communities across the U niiedStates knows that some officers of the 
law using deadly force. have taken upon themselves the 
characteristics of the lawless and have in the eyes of many citizens 
stripped their departments, as well as themselves, of the trust of the 
people. The number of such instances is not, as some might think, 
small anljinsignificant; rather, the number is numbing. 

The majority community may not be aware of them, having passed 
them off one by one, never having faced them in the aggregate. 

Yet, within the minority communities the incidlents are known. 
They are numbered and remembered. If the killil1lg of citizens by 
police were as carefully investigated as are the deaths of police under 
any condition, the majority community would be stunned-or it 
should be. 

Not only is there lawlessness on the part of the police themselves, 
but there is also collusion in it by other parts of the criminal justice 
system commissioned to ~~fvrce the law. When prosecutors, with 
sufficient evidence of police abuse, refuse to prosecute, they become 
lawless. W hen grand juries hear testimony of excessive use of force by 
the police and n:fuse to indict, they become lawless. When juries 
ignor~ both evidence and testimony and refuse to convict simply 
because thedefendent isa police officer. they become lawless. It is this 
lawlessness which is a concern in the religious community. Yet. this 
concern is focused not only on the police and other parts of the 
criminal justice system. but on the community at large. Too readily 
the majority community has given its ready !iupport and easy 
appr'oval to the u:,e of deadly force. 
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There may not be wide awareness within the religious community, 
but there is a growing concern among many of its representatives 
about the lawlessness which fn!quently accompanies the use of deadly 
force by the police. 

There is a concern in the religious community for the acceptance of 
a responsibility within the wider society for the use of deadly force by 
the police. Perhaps instead of saying the wider society. I should say 
the whiter society, for pr~sently the strongest support for the mininal 
regulation of the use of deadly force by the police comes from those 
parts of the community which are white ~nd where there is the least 
danger and the greatest influence. 

If the police are to change their policies and their practices, there 
must be a change in the pressures which are brought upon the police 
to use their weapqns to deal with the problems of crime and disorder. 

George E. Berkeley in his book. The Democratic Po/iceman. states 
that ...... nothing differentiates the democratic policeman from his 
totalitarian colleague as his attitude toward and his use of force." 
Berkeley says that in a totalitarian regime. force usually plays a 
crucial role in the police function. is frequently unbridled. and may 
often be glorified. He quotes a recap which field Marshall Hermann 
Goring made of a speech he had delivered to a group of high police 
officials in 1933 ...... whoever obeved mv orders and took severe 
measure!; against the enemies of the State. 'whoever ruthlessly made 
use of his revolver when attacked. would be certain of protection ... 
I declared then before thousands of my fellow countrymen. that evey 
bullet fired from the barrel of a police pistol was my bullet." That is 
solid sanctioning for the use of deadly force made by a representative 
of a totalitarian government. Such an expression should not and 

" hopefully could not ever be made w.ithin a democratic government. 
Yet. on the other hand. all members of a democratic society should 
sense their responsibility for the bullets which are fired from the 
pistols of their police. The society has a responsibility for the policies 
under which deadly force is used by the police. and the majority 
community especially must be helped to accept that responsibility. 

Police for their part, rather than catering to the majority 
communitv's excessive desire for the use of force. should declare to 
the community that force will only be used when absolutel!' necessary 
and then only to the degree essential to the performance of a lawful 
duty. 

In his poem, "Killers," Carl Sandburg has an executioner say. 

I am the high honorable killer today. 
There are five million people in the state. 

five million killers for whom I kill. 
I am the killer who kills today for five million 

killers who wish a killing. 

A substantial part of the society may seem to sanction whatever 
force any police might wish to usc, but when the police use this 
approval they begin to victimize innocent persons and endanger the 
society as a whole. 
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Another concern related to the use of deadly force is that efforts be 
made to reverse the cvcle of fear within the American society. The 
growth in the fear o(crime has far exceeded the actual incr~ase in 
crime. fOJ" the fear of crime has been jlolitically exploited during a 
time of rapid social change. We have moved. in fact. to the point that 
we could well paraphrase the words of a President of the United 
States in the 1930's and say, "the only thing we have to trllst is fear 
itself." Fear has become one of the primary motivators of 
governmental action. Some have believed that it is only fear which 
can restore order and create respect for the law. The president of a 
midwestern police association said as much on the subject of deadly 
force when he declared recently, "If a person knew that a police 
officer would not shoot him ... that the worst he could get was a 
knot on the head, he'd be afraid to go out and shop. "Speaking to the 
local Jaycees the police association president said that a person 
would think twice about committing a felony, "When he knows that 
he can be wasted right on the spot. If you take away a police officer's 
right to use his pistol on a Ileeing felon, you're hurting yourself. A lot 
of us are honest because of one thing ... fear." 

Yet, real security within the society will only come when citizens 
voluntarily accept and support the law. Such acceptance and support 
will prevail widely among those who enjoy by legitimate means the 
benefits and the pleasures of life to which they believe they are 
entitled-who have, in short, a satisfactory stake in the system. 

Reliance upon the threat of violence will not provide security and 
stability within the society. Let the words of the police association 
president be placed alongside of those of a white newspaperman who 
escaped from detention in South Africa. He wrote, 

South Africa today is ruled by fear-the fear of the ruled 
and the fear of the rulers ..•. As always, fear breeds 
hatred and hatred in turn breeds more fear. Increasingly, 
voices of warning are seen as voices of incitement. Voices 
of dissidence are seen as voices of treachery and treason. 
Increasingly moderation is being seen as extremism and 
the peacemakers are being portrayed as the advocates of 
violence. South Africa today is heading for civil war and 
we who warn of this, endanger ourselves by doing so, 
because what we intend as a warning motivated by love 
for all of our fellow citizens is seen as a kind of advocacy 
for the very thing we are trying to prevent. 

New York Times. January 8, 1978 

The indiscriminate use of deadly force, even the primary reliance 
upon deadly force as the source of citizen's support of the law. only 
tightens and accelerates the cycle of fear which breeds hate and, in 
turn, breeds more fear. 

Fear breeds violence. As Eric Fromm has reminded us, 

Fright, like pain, is a most uncomfortable feeling. and 
man will do almost anything to get rid of it .... One of the 
most effective ways of getting rid of anxiety is to become 
aggressive. When a person can get out of the passive state 
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of fright and begin to attack, the painful nature of fright 
disappears. 

(The Anatomy of Human Destructiveness p. 198) 

There are places in the United States where there are mutual states 
of anxiety felt by both the community and by members of law 
enforcement agencies. They are virtually in a state of civil war. The 
threat of force will not lessen the COl'lm&'f;, Ii will only intensify it. The 
cycle of fear needs to be reversed. 

It can be reported that the issue of the police use of deadly force is 
one to which an increasing number of representatives within the 
religious community is giving serious consideration. However, this 
presentation is not designed to convince you that a majority of 
persons associated with the churches. synagogues. and temples across 
the nation is gravely concerned about the police use offorce, whether 
excessive or minimal. That is not the case. There is no such grave 
concern among the majority of religious constituents, and that. 
indeed. is one of the critical factors rooted within the grave problems 
that have developed around the issue of the use of deadly force by the 
police. 

However. the voices of concern are growing, and many oft hem are 
of officials of the religious community at high levels of responsibility. 
It is their concerns which I endeavor to express here today, and I will 
frame them as positively and constructively as I can. for that is the 
standpoint from which the representatives of the religious 
community would want them expressed. What is being said is not 
meant to be antipolic(!~ it is intended to be prolife, prohuman. and 
pro-democraticnsociety. 

Yet. forthe religious community. at the heart of it all, is the concern 
for the enhancement of a basic respect for human life. The police use 
of deadly force except in those specific instances where there is a 
clearly apparent immediate threat to the life of the officer or other 
citizens is a desecration of life. Deadly force should be used only when 
absolutely necessary and then only as a last resort, when all other 
options have been exhausted. When there is no actual necessity to 
kill, there is the overriding requirement to protect-ev.en the life of 
one who is violating the law. 

Such a principle may be a difficult one to accept, but it is one which 
must guide governments and their agents if they are to expect citizens 
to respect the lives of one another as well as the lives of the police. It is 
a heavy burden for the government to bear and one which, obviously, 
it has the power to cast off. It involves risks for those agents of the 
government who apply such a principle in practical situations, but the 
risks must be taken in favor of life if the right. to life is to be fully 
protected across all of society. 

A police officer may not be encouraged to engage in such 
philosophical thought or to give such theological consideration-
some would surely say that it would be dangerous for him or her to do 
so-but in a stable democratic society, a police officer not only 
defends his own life and those citizens who may be near him at a 
critical time, but that police officer also defends society's most 
essential principle: a basic respect for human life. 
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Frailkly. I believe that there arc officers who have laid down their 
lives 110t only in the protection of themselves or their police 
departments. but also in the defense of the concept of the sacredness 
of human life. To usc the words of the NewTestament. "Greater love 
has no man than this." 

Of course, there will be those who will accuse the representatives of 
the religious community of playing the classical role of the "bleeding 
heart." It must be asserted that we are ialking more of "beating 
hearts" than of "bleeding hearts." We arc speaking of a human beart 
which is sensitive. capable of compassion. responsive to every part of 
the human community. determined to foster human respect. 
dedicated to develop and preserve the dignity of the human person. It 
is a life that uses reason to uphold the principle of life itself. 

If it is suggested that here is simply another instance in which the 
church is engaged in offering protection to criminals by placing in 
jeopardy those who enforce the law. let us note that one of the 
concerns for the use of deadly force within the religious community 
has to do directly with the concern for the police themselves. 

More frequently than not. the killing of a citizen by police. 
particuhlrly under questiomlble -;ircumstances. increases the danger 
to the police genemlly. There can be a loss of trust and a withdrawal 
of coopemtion within the community. and this can provide a 
potentially violent vat;:uum in which angry and frustrated citizens can 
target the police for <III of their griev<lnces simply because the police 
are the most visible and symbolic representatives of the government. 

Sometimes it i!l <lrgued that it is unfair to expect such restraint on 
the part of the police. It is said that society does not risk firemen to go 
to fires and then not permit them to extinguish the blaze. Firemen can 
use any meilllS at their disposal to Imt out the fire. even destroying 
part of the building. breaking out the windows. breaking down doors. 
or chopping through walls ilnd ceilings. If society gives firemen 
freedom ~o do their tasks. then su it is silid. the policemen ought not to 
be handicapped in doing an evcn more difficult job. A policeman 
should be ilble to denl with criminals in whatever way he finds 
necessa rv. 

Howe~'er. a fireman is not permilled \(l go to a fire and feed the 
Ilames. He is allowed to Spnty water on the fire. but he is not givcn the 
authority to turn a gasoline hose on il burning building. Furthermore, 
a fireman hilS as his lirst concern the protection of human life and 
secondarily the protection of property. 

W hen a policeman uses deadly force indiscriminately. Uties it 
unnecessarily. he is spmying gasoline on a fire and such a volatile mix 
is dangerous 10 himself ,IS weI! as to his fcllow officers and to the 
community at tiuge. 

There is al"so the concern that the use of dendlv force mav actuallv 
delay the establishment of justice in the Americ~n society. "Guns can 
be used to intimidate those in communities who are alreadv victims of 
discrimination and injustices. Those sam'!- guns can be used to 
insulate and protect those p.ms of the largerconununity which could 
bring social justice into grcilter reillity for all of the people. 
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We are reminded again. as we were in 1967 by the Commission on 
Law Enforcement and Adminstration of Justice. that: 

Warring on poverty. inadequate housing and unemploy
ment. is warring on crime. A civil rights law is a law 
against crime. Money for schools is money against crime. 
Medical. psychiatric. and family counseling services are 
services against crime. M ore broadly and most 
importantly. every effort to improve life in America's 
"inner cities" is an effort against crime. 

Of course. that same Commission declared that, "The police did 
not create and cannot resolve the social conditions that stimulate 
crime." (p. 92) I ndeed. the police cannot resolve those conditions. but 
they can recognize that the primary reliance upon weaponry only 
wars upon those who are in poverty. who live in inadequate housing. 
and who cannot find employment. Social problems cannot be shot 
down. and the police should not support by their actions the belief of 
the dominant part of :iociety that social problems can be eliminated 
by gun fire. 

The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders said it 
clearly. .. ... precisely because the policeman in the ghetto is a 
symbol-precisely because he symboli1.es so much--it is of critical 
importance that the police and society take every possible step to allay 
,grievances thaI flow from a sense of injustice and increase tension and 
turmoil." 

It is encouraging to see that one of the purposes of the National 
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives is to be sensitive 
to the problems of the black community, It is such sensitivity which 
will moderate the use of deadly force and wiil challenge the whole 
community to use of living forces to overcome injustice, 

Finally. I want to say that I have been convinced for a long time 
that the gun in our American society is actually an instrument of 
communication, and that is how it is used by the police. In fact. the 
use of the gun for communication is its primary use. A police revolver 
is meant to communicate authority and power. It is a powerful 
symbol which can give strong signals. Unfortunately. the gun 
essentially is an instrument of destruction and. therefore. destroys the 
one with whom the communication is being conducted, 

Another of the purposes of NOBLE is that of developing 
communication techniques, and it is at this point that this 
organization can lead the police community in discovering and 
developing alternatives to the use of deadly force. 

Let us find other ways of joining together as well, as we seek to 
maintain order. keep the peace. and establish justice. We only have 
begun to explore the real altt:rnatives to the use of force. but the 
future and the stability of our society will depend upon our finding 
and using every such option. 
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A POLICE CHIEF'S ViEW OF DEADLY FORCE 
Donald P. Van Blaricoln 

Chid (~( Polin', 81'/1('1'111'. Washjngf(lII 

Through technology we have overcome the physical difficulties in 
our lives. It is the social difficulties that we have still not been able to 
solve. and deadlv force is one of the most critic;~l that faces all of us 
today. With that"thought in mind I would like to share my ideas about 
working with the system &lIld inlluencing the system to do some of 
what you believe should be done. I would like to quote from a recent 
paper of mine which was published in the Law Enforcement News: 

The simple fact is that except for the need of a·n officer 
confronted with a life threatening attack ... to usc deadly 
force in self-defense. the public has an absolute right to 
decide when their police will shoot and should exercise 
that right ... Such a decision is Ill,t for the chief to make 
unless the public abdicutes their responsibility to do so 
and it is certainl\' not for each individual officer to make 
as a matter of personal judgment under the stress of a 
potential shooting situation. It should be made instead in 
an appropriate puhlic forum with full participation by 
every interested segment of the community enacted by 
consensus within lawful constraints. comprehensively 
written into regulations. made a part of the basic 
instruction and continuing in-servke tmining of each 
officer. and then enforced without exception. 

The last part is probahly the most. important of all. I believe tlmt the 
police should be well armed. and most officers in my department arc 
probably as well armed as .1Ilyone. But it is essential that police be 
well trained. and especially important that this training inc'lude 
restraint in the usc of deadly force. It is only fair that police sent out 
on the street against armed criminals arc lit lellst llS well and hopefully 
better armed than their potential adversaries. Police who are betler 
armed will be less likely to usc that armament· they will recognize 
that they have the edge. as will the criminal they arc up against. Well
tmined police arc not going to be precipitous in using their weapons 
and make a too frequent misjudgment that often lends to a shooting 
confron'lUlion when then~ Ill'cd not have becn onc. 

In the jurisdiction next to minc ·,which is about the same sile as SI. 
Louis .. _·two of the last three police oftkers shot to death wcre killcd 
by their fellow officers in a free-wheeling shooting melee. They were 
killed by officers who were shooting without regard. obviously. for 
that rest mint. Instead of ac(:uratelv dirccting limited but effective fire 
to a particular targe~ they shot their own officers. 

The 1977 st.tlistics for officers killcd il~ the United Statesrcveal that 
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approximately half were killed in the South. And that is consistent 
with the type of policing that has traditionally been conducted in the 
South. Southern police receive less training and resort to physical 
force more than anywhere else in the United States. This greater use 
of deadly force by the police concurrently results in more police 
fatalities. and I .hink that fact should be pointed out to the policf! in 
their own self-interest! 

The history of deadly force is essentially one of English common 
law. In early England almost all crimes were felonies. punishable by 
death. Escaping. for instance. was a capital offense. So in that society 
it made sense to apprehend people by the use of deadly force because 
they were facing certain death by capital punishment anyway. I 
suppose the rationale was. what difference did it make'! It is a bit 
strange. however. that a country that now has essentially abandoned 
capital punishment still has an 18th century mentality about police 
use of deadly force. a .. d in fact that policy has not been reviewed in 
the last several hundred vears. 

Performance standards in a police department start at the top. A 
brutal. violcnt police department will most likely have a chief that 
tolerates the unrestrained use of deadly force. The chief of police or 
the sheriff has the power to promulgate standards and enforce them. 
My attitude is that as chief I have the power to change my officers' 
behavior. If I fail to exercise that authoritv. it is m\' fault. Bv 
exercising that authority I change their beh·avior. and over tim~ 
police attitudes will come into consonance with the behavior 
prescribed by their chief. I have watched it happen. The chief should 
servc as a change agent in our evolving society if the police arc to meet 
the needs of the communities that created them. The first necessarv 
change may be to change the chief himself. Police chiefs of the old 
school who belicve that the indiscriminate usc of deadly force is 
essential for effective policing must recognize that this idea is no 
longer socially acceptable and will create for more problems than it 
could ever hope to solve. 

The next change involves the officers themselves. Because of the 
police leaderShip crisis in this country. there are many police unions 
that arc. in effect. running our police depllftments. In such 
departments the administration reacts rather than leads. These 
unions frequently sec any restriction on their use of deadly force as a 
challenge to their macho authority. Look at a young male police 
officer and you frequently sec what looks like a gun wearing a man. 
As he gets older. the gun docs not stick out quite as far. That is just a 
matter of growing up. But young officers. and that is what we recruit. 
have to be properly trained and their weapons placed in proper 
perspective. 

I recently attended a police academy graduation where a law 
enforcement professor··- an academic. if you will-told the class of 
professional young recruits in his commencement address that the 
city council and the mayor had no business "interfering" in the 
development of a use-of-force policy for the police department. He 
actually praised the police union for taking the issue to the public. 
since an emotional rather than a rational debate can sway 
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policymakers to the police union's position of maintaining lhe status 
quo. I have experienced a similar att;tude in my ownjurisdiction over 
limiting the use of deadly force. and the only support I receive is from 
the news media. I know we all have complaints about the media and 
the court system. but if they arc ever muzzled we arc all in serious 
trouble. Essentially civil rights will be won and lost in the courts and 
in the news media because. when the public has access to the facts, the 
p::ople usually make a reasonable decision. 

Another problem that has developed recently in California and 
spread across the nation is the concern with extended liability. In my 
State we literally have the old common law statute. which ali.ows the 
usc of all necessary force. inclUding the taking pf life, to prevent the 
escape of a felon. That is all it says. Th'1I is the State law. Until 
recently homosexuality was a felony in my state. so an officer could 
shoot an esc~tping homosexual. That has happened. The law ought to 
be extremely restrictive in specifying when deadly force can be 
applied. but it is not. What many chiefs of police have done is set up 
more restrictive shooting policies within their own departments and 
enforce compliance by regulations. Some cities have recently done it 
by ordinance. and a few States have legislated change too. City 
attorneys are concerned. however. that if we enact regulations that 
"re more stringent th"n the State law and the officer acts outside of 
those regulations. the city will be subject to increased liability and 
have to make a large settlement in an improper shooting. Myanswer 
to that .. -and I think yours would be too-is that if you give officers 
regulations to follow but they do not follow them and someone is. 
shot--even though it it; still within the State law-let the officers 
stand on their own. You gave them>:he guidance. Ihhey choose notto 
follow department regulations. it is their problem and should not be a 
question of city liability. 

A shooting policy should include. among other things. a clear and 
ullllll1biguous statement of when shooting is sJlecifically permitted, 
and it should be highly restricted. no warning shots. Warning shots 
arc ineffective --they just make suspects run faster in most cases and 
provide the officer an excuse if he or she shoots someone. It il'difficult 
to enforce your regulation after the la,~t. 

Eitch department should provide comprehensive training on how 
lInd when to SilllOt. Every time an officer goes to the range. he or she 
should be rellldoctrirmted on both the shooting policy and the skills 
needed to line lip the sights to hit the target. Each depal1lllent should 
hitve .t review process for all shooting incidents. itnd that includes all 
accidental discharges. As chief. you should indicate to the officer how 
seriously you take the firing ofthut weilpon.lfyou suspend an officer 
for I day without pay for uccident~tlly discharging I.he shotgun he or 
she is unloading. there will be no question in his or her mind that you 
mean business .. bout the shooting policy. And. I believe Ihat as a 
direct result of such enforced policies we have had no shootings of 
police or citizens in illY jurisdiction. although they have been 
occurring itll itround us in even smaller communities. 

Change ,h1es not just happen ---you are going to have to make it 
happen. There itrc two WllyS to gct a changed shooting policy in your 
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department. One is to think it out in advance and implement it before 
an incident. and the second is to ignore the problem in ihe hope '.hat 
no incidents will occur. Inevitably the incident will occur and public 
reaction will be overwhelming while you try to justify an indefensible 
shooting. Develop an acceptable shooting policy yourself or the 
public will do it for you. 

In closing I think this group should adopt a motto: Refuse to be 
complacent. I n too many police jurisdictions the old school's code of 
silence prevails. and even though the chief may lmow what happened 
in a shooting incident, he does not say anything. If you make if clear 
in your organization that you will be a witness for justice in the case of 
an improper shooting. that in itself will have a high impact on 
prevention. If you are aware of improper use of force and if you do 
not want to tolerate it, as I suspect most of you would not. report it 
directly to the chief. Avoid getting caught in the chain of command 
because the problem may get sidetracked somewhere up the ladder. 
or a chief who does not want to do something about the problem can 
sav he was :'lever told about it. 

Too, take an adequate amount of time to initiate corrective action. 
If you do not get satisfaction. send a copy of your report to the: U.S. 
Attorney. And. it never hurts to leak a copy to the media. <.Iso. It 
makes a good story on the6 o'c1ock news and it is awfully hei'd to hide 
it then! 

In spite of the amount of space devoted to our young radicals in the 
sixties and their philosophies. political. power in the United States 
does not grow out of the barrel of a gun. I t does grow out of a well
informed public. And if groups like this will keep the public 
informed. the public will make the right decisions. 
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POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE: 
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 

Lee P. Brown 
Commi.\'.sioner of Puhiic SolelY. AI/ama. Gt'orgia 

As we address the issue of policies to control the police use of 
deadly force. it is important to remember thai the establishment, 
implementation, and enforcement of such policies will not in itself 
guarantee a reduction in the number of citizens shot by police. The 
absence of such policies. however, will undoubtedly guarantee a 
continua.~ion of the existing trend. which has been adequately 
described by the other speakers. 

As I see it. the issue of police policies 10 control the use of firearms 
should be addi't:ssed from two different perspectives. First. we should 
address the subject from a historical perspective and second. from the 
perspective of developing an understanding of the contemporary 
status of policing in the American society. 

If we first of all look at the topic from a historical perspective. we 
know that our form of policing in America. like many of our othl!r 
social institutions. had its beginning in England. When this country 
was founded. we adopted the same form of policing as was used in 
England. This included the same ideas relative to the use offirearms. 
As a result. when policing was first started in America, they. like their 
English counterparts, were not armed. It did not take long. however. 
for that aspect of American policing to change. It was around the 
mid-18th century when the concept of the American police being 
unarmed changed. This resulted from a situation where a police 
officer used his privately owned gun in the pt!rformance of his duties. 
The case was taken to court and the authority of the police to use a 
firearm was upheld. Subsequently. the police were allowed to 
legitimately be armed. Thus. we find the silUation existing today 
where firearms are a regular part of an American police officer's 
working equipment. In discu!olsing this issue. it is not suggested ,hat 
effort should be exerted to disarm the police. To the contrary. it must 
be recognized that America is a violent society and there arc literally 
millions of firearms in the possession of non-law-enforcement 
persons. Therefore. it is illogical to assume that it is feasible to disarm 
the police at this point in time. 

It should be our goal. however. to develop a society wherein it will 
not be necessary for the police to be armed. For this to occur. the 
American society must first develop policies relative to restricting the 
possession of firc&lrms. For that reason. I strongly advocate national 
policy. developed through Federal legislation. that would ban the 
importation. manufacture. sale. and possession of all hllndguns. with 
the exception of those that are used for law enforcement purpO!les. 
military services. ~lIld legitimate gun clubs. 
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When we view the contempory statUi> of police in America, there 
are several points that need to be made. First, our society, like aU 
other societies. must have a system for maintaining order. We, 
however, require a different form of order from some other societies. 
To that extent, our policemen not only must know the best way of 
maintaining order but also must be able to do so consistent with the 
principles of this democratic society. It is the role of the police not 
only to enforce the law but also to advance the ~reciol!s principles of 
democracy that we as a people cherish. This position ascribes to the 
police the role of protecting the individual rights of the citizenry. 

Second, the police must not be considered an entity unto 
themselves. Rather. they must be considered an integral part of city 
government. As such, the police must realize and understand that 
their sole reason for existing is to serve the people. To that end, it is 
imperative that the police be responsive and responsible to civilian 
control. This point is significant because police policy should not be 
developed in isolation. Rather, it should be reflective of the position 
advanced by the public through their elected officials. 

Third. the police is the only agency in government that is 
authoriled to use deadly force to compel people to obey the law. This 
is an awesome power and responsibility delegated to the police-one 
which has a potential for abuse and therefore must be controUed by a 
variety of means, including policies. 

Fourth, it should be remembered that the United States Supreme 
Court, tne nation's highest tribunal. has addressed the issue of capital 
punishment. One of the primary reasons that this issue was brought 
to the attention of the Supreme Court relates to the disproportionate 
number of minorities that have been sentenced to death by the 
government. Even though the highest tribunal in the nation has 
addressed this issue. there has been inadequate attention placed on 
the power of the police to ex~,.cise the same awesome power relative 
to taking a citizen's lif~. For that reason, it is imperative that police 
administrators and the public, in general, give paramount 
consideration tt> the authority invested in the police to take a life. 

Fifth, the police have a great deal of discretion in carrying out their 
respOlwibilities. This discretion includes the use of deadly force. The 
broad police discretion is given to every police officer-be he 
professionally trained or poorly trained. 

Finally police administrators have the responsibility of developing 
guidelines to assist their officers in carrying out their responsibilities, 
including the exercise of their discretion. This point becomes 
extremely important when we consider the issue of deadly force. As I 
see it, the purpose of such guidelines should be to assist the police 
officer in carrying out his responsibilities and .not designed to hamper 
him or her. Police officers need administrative guidelines that are 
developed for the purpose of assisting them in making appropriate 
decisions as they carry out their work. And as police administrators 
develop guidelines to control the discretion of their officers, 
particularly the use of deadly force, they should do so based upon 
philosophies and principles that are consistent with our form of 
government. 
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Let me briefl.y share with you some of those philosophies and 
principles that I feel should be of utmost consideration. First, the 
police should realize that every time they use their weapon there is a 
potential that they will take someone's life. Thus, any policy 
dcveioprM by the police to control the use of deadly force must be 
based upon the premise that human life is sacred. Second, any policy 
that i§ developed must exclusively recognize that the use of lethal 
force must not only be legally authorized, but also must be socially 
and morally warranted and in keeping with the idea of rational and 
humane social control in a democrntic society. 

This is the essence of the point I wish to make relative to the police 
use of deadly force and as it is worth repeating: Any polk .. that is 
developed to control the police use of deadly force must be dl' loped 
to explicitly recognize that the use of deadly force must n{,' Jnly be 
legally authorized but also socially and morally warranted and in 
keeping with the idea of rational and humane social control in a 
democratic society. In effect. a policy developed to control the police 
use of deadly force must be developed to ensure safety of both the 
police and the public. Such policies must not be complicated, must be 
easily understood by all police. must be easy to enforce. and must 
hold those officers that use deadly force accountable fQftheir actions. 

With that brief background, it is my position that ali police 
agencies throughout this nation should adupt a firearm use policy 
that states in no uncertain terms that no officer shall discharge his or 
her firearm except to defend his or her life or the life of another 
person and only after all other means ~ve been exhausted. The 
policy should leave no room for questioning, there should be no need 
for interpretation. and it should be easily enforced. 

In conclusion, the issue of the police use of deadly force is one that 
is of paramount concern to this nation. It is one of even greater 
concern to the minority communities in this nation. It should be one 
of great concern to police administrators throughout this country. To 
that end. polic-~ administrators have a mora! and professional 
obligation to develop policy guidelines that will provide police 
officers with guidance as they exercise this awesome authority 
ascribed to them by society. 
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POLICE USE OF EXCESSJ.VE FORCE: A COMMUNITY 
RELA TlONS CONCERN 

Ozell Sutton 
Director. SoU/ileust Region. Community Relatiolls Sen·ic·e. 

U.S. Department of Justice 

It is always 1l r.lellsure to part of a NOBLE event. The work of this 
distin~v~,!\~d organization has made an indelible and positive 
i.n1print on this nation, its people, and. of course, my agency-the 
Community Relations Service. 

I want to talk to you today about an issue which affects us all-and 
the criminal justice system. Today, crime disproportionately affects 
black and Hispanic communities. Minorities crowd the prisons in 
disproportionate numbers. Yet. unfortunately, blacks and Hispanics 
are notably absent as decisionmakers in our system of justice. There 
are simply too few minority policemen. lawyers. prosecutors,judges. 
corrections officials, and other administration of justice specialists. 

The long overoue process of overhauling the criminal. justice 
system has finally started. Our Attorney General, Griffin Bell, has 
repeatedly espoused the view that the Department of Justice will 
assume a national leadership role in assuring justice at all levels. 

We in CRS are following up the Attorney General's commitment. 
We are reevaluating our traditional response to administration of 
justice concerns and improving our capability to assist commllnities 
troubled by sucl problems. 

From our persjJective. the most immediate and troubling problem 
affecting peaceful relations between blacks and the criminal justice 
system all too often rests with the individual police officer and. his 
dealings in the minority community. During iecent years. strong 
criticism and sometime!; violent community protest have been staged 
against police departments all over the country. I n fact. 
police! minori.!Y r~lations prol:;lems have dominated our work for 
each of th~ past ~ ~"ears. Pmb!eml! ~\'~mj'ibuting to these poor 
relati<lnships rangt: from simple traffic disputes to harassment 
complaints. But by far the most common and volatile occurrence 
involves complaints and allegations of excessive or deadly force in 
carrying out the police mission. 

We have found that there is no single issue which further provokes 
both majority and minority resentment, or which has more potential 
for community connict. than this one. We recognize that there are no 
simple solutions to this problem. but efforts to close this gap, at least 
in terms of police/ minority relations, must begin. and groups like 
NOBLE should see thaI. it is carried through. 

Comprehensive studies citing every instance of excessive ordeadly 
force against a black, Hispanic. or other minority haw never been 
compiled, which makes it difficult to analyze and organile support 
for measures to change the status quo. However, every available 
study points to minoriti<:s as disproportionate victims of such force: 
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• A detailed study of 1,500 police killings by a noted criminal 
justice researcher concluded that minorities-and especially 
blacks-were common police victims, and that the young black 
male was a most likely victim .• 
• A Chicago law enforcement study group reported that police 
in that city killed a civilian every 11.9 days and wounded one 
every 4.3 days during one 44-month period. The study also 
showed that a civilian killed a policeman every 64.1 days and 
wounded one every 18.2 days.2 
• A Police Foundation report on deadly force, which covered 
seven major U.S. cities, found that 80 percent of the non-fatally 
shot civilians were minorities, while 78 percent of those killed 
were minorities. 3 

• A study by the Office of Policy and Planning in Seattle notes 
that although blacks account for only 9 percent of the city's 
population, they comprised 49 percent of the people shot by 
police in a 3-year period,'~ 

CRS' daily casework also indicates the issue's seriousness as a 
continuing race relations problem. We have learned that there are 
almost as many unanswered questions surrounding the issue as there 
are tragic cases to document its existence. 

Where art the cases occurringi' Where are the agency's resources 
being drawn? Can definite pallerns of occurrence be identified? What 
is the impact 0.( greater citizen involvement on police advisory boards 
or similar councils? 

It is commonly believed that tragic police cases arise only in large 
urban areas. They do not. CRS has documented such cases in 
Eatonton, Georgia, Webster County, Iowa. and Quincy, Illinois, as 
well as in Chicago, Denver. and Seattle. Police/ community friction 
arising from the issue of dead I::; force knows no boundaries in terms 
of city popUlation, size, political power of the minority constituency, 
or size of the municipal police force. Pattern:; of occurrence are 
particularly difficult to determine since even the FBI reports 
difficulty in obtaining full, accurate, and reliable statistics from local 
jurisdictions in such instances. 

Gauging the effect of citizen participation is likewise not an easy 
task. Generally, we believe that the existence of citizen boards and 
councils may result in fewer actual cases because of the extra layer of 
accountability aa4ed, but rarely provide for a more substantive 
review. 

How do police excessive use o.(force cases arise? Is there a definite 
progression of events that usua/~y occurs? How much of the 
community concern over the issue is emotiona/~y based? 

We have learned that excessive force cases do not always arise from 
an initial life-and-death situation for the police officer. Rather, thf.Y 
arise from a great range of circumstances: while some have involved 
the police response to 3~tual and violent confrontations, others have 
escalated from incidents as innocuous as the writing of a traffic ticket. 
There does not seem to be a usual progression of events leading up to 
an officer's use of deadly force, but our cases suggest that those 
jurisdictions where relatively minor complaints of harassment are 
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long-standing-·or ignored by police agencies-are more likely to get 
excessive force complaints. 

Communities sometimes become overly involved in the emotional 
aspects of a tragic case to the extent that the more universal issues are 
ignored. We recognize that this emotional tackling block is most 
difficult to overcome. We have found, however, that far better results 
are obtained if both sides focus on the police policy system rather 
than on the individual patrolman involved. 

What guides the o/ticer's discretion to lise force? What legal issues 
are involved? 

In researching this issue and analyzing our cases, we attempted to 
isolate the various types of guidelines governing the officer's use of 
force. An officer's decision to use a weapon is historically grounded in 
strict I~gal terms. White these terms are based on society's view of 
what is reasonable and just. the stark reality of an incident in the 
street more often than not demands that the officer make his or her 
own decision. It is based on little more than what he or she views as 
reasonable and just at that very instant. 

State laws limiting a police officer's use of deadly force to arrest a 
felony suspect are not uniform. Therefore. it is extremely difficult for 
the police to come up with a performance standard. Basically. there 
are three categories under which the various State laws fitS 

(I) Common law: Under common law. which dates back to ISth 
century England and 18th centu\"y America. all felonies are 
punishable by death. Thus the use of deadly force to arrest a felony 
suspect is generally sanctioned. This is. of course. the least restrictive 
policy. Twenty-four States adopt this approach. but 17 have placed 
such vague statements as "reasonable belief' or "sufficient cause to 
assume" into the books to further guide an officer's discretion. 

(2) Forcible/elo",\' rille: In this case. State laws specify the kinds 
of felonies for which deadly force may be employed or they mandate 
that only "forcible felonies" justify force. Seven States have adopted 
the forcible felony approach. 

(3) Model penal code approQ('h: Here. the technical classification 
of a crime as a misdemeanor or a felony is ignored. Rather. it focuses 
on a balance of interests: The need to apprehend suspects \'s. the 
safety of the arresting officer vs. the value of human life. In o:tiler 
words. the model penal code approach is one approach based on the 
danger to the suspect and the officer. and to society on the whole. 
Seven States have adopted this approach. 

The remaini.ng 12 States have no justification statutes limiting an 
officer's U<:I' ('If deadl\' force. 

t-Ul'Iller compounding the problem of deadly force is the lack of 
consistency in the classification of crimes by the various States. What 
is considered a felony in one State might be a misdemeanor in 
another. and in a third may not even be a crime. For example. a 
suspect's running from the police is a felony in one of our 
northwestern States regardless of the suspected minor crime. In 
other States. particulurly for such minor offenses as traffic violations. 
use of deadly force is not sanctioned. 
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There is one encouraging note. however. when one reviews the 
guidance given police officers on this issue. There is a definite trend 
emerging for local policy departments to impose more stringent 
limitations on their officers than required by State laws. More 
restrictive firearm policies and the like have resulted from such self
imposed efforts. 

Because this issue is most destructive to productive race relations, 
we are in the process of developing a program to assist police 
departments and minority communities to better understand the 
implications of this issue. and thereby to develop better working 
relationships as a result. 

A task force has been set up to obtain information on such things 
as: 

• ,Statistical studies on the frequency of policej minority 
incidents in States following different justification statutes; 
• Statistics on the number of minorities killed by police and 
police killed by minorities-with breakdowns as to the 
circumstances involved; 
• Reviews of representative police firearm policies and 
police, minority incidents that have occurred so that a 
comparative analysis of policies may begin. 

We hope that through the work of the task force, we will be better 
able to understand the degree of effectiveness internal police policy 
has on the individual patrolman's discretionary power. 

Besides police officials, we envision working with a number of 
other groups in this effort. We have found it to be a galvanizing issue 
for otherwise diverse minority groups. The NAACP. the Urban 
League. the Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund. 
the League of United Latin American Citizens and other groups have 
already made this a priority issue. 

CRS hopes that, by working with these various groups. we may 
jointly arrive at a solution that establishes greater trust and respect 
between minority groups and the police structure. and that peaceful 
and productive relationships may result. 

Such an effort is past duc. 
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DEATH BY "POLICE INTERVENTION" 
Paul Takagi 

PN!/i.'.I',l'IIr l!f Education. U"iI'l'rJit,l' l~l Ctll(/i.mlill. Bl'rkl'll'Y 

.-...... 

In 1971. when I first became interested in doing a study of police 
officers killed in the line or duty and civilians killed by the police. 
there were only a handful of published works on the topics, After 
completing the study in which I traced over time the number of police 
officers killed each year per 100.000 authorized personnel and the 
number of civilians killed by the police per 100.000 males aged 10 and 
over. I submitted the article to the ,\'ell' rork Timl·.~ Sunda\' 
supplement. the Sunday supplement of the Stili Fralld.H'o Chrvllid~. 
and to several journals, I received rejection notices from all of them. I 
held the article for 3 years.li.nd it was subsequently published in two 
journals in 1974 ",. The JOllrnal (?lA/ro-A "'£'riC(JIl/S,I'Iil'S' and Crimt' 
(Jlld Svdal )II.1'li£'l.'," 

Approximately 125 police officers were killed in 1971. Mass media. 
focusing on FBI statistics. alarmed the public with a report that 125 
police officers had been killed in 1971. an increase of almost 2.5 times 
over 1963 when only 55 police officers were killed in all of that year. 
Police killings of civilians. however. were reported as isolated events. 
Although the police in 1970 and 1971 killed. on the a\'t~filge. one 
person per day. no nl~WS analyst attempted to show this as a national 
phenomenon. 

There has been an increase in the absolute number of police officers 
killed in the line of duty since 1963: howe\'er. the actual filte of death 
has not im.·reased because of the greater number of police officers on 
duty. By converting the number of police officers killed to rates per 
100.000 authorized police personnel. it turns out that police officers 
arc killed at a rate of 25 per 100.000 with no discl'rnible trend either 
upward or downward since 1963. 

W. H. Hutchins. the Assistant Chief of the California Bureau of 
Criminal Statistics. asserted in a paper delivered to the California 
Homicide Investigators' conference on March 5. 1971.that the gre.n 
majority of homicidal de.llhs among police officl'rs occurred in 
situations where robberies were in progress of \\'hen~ robbers were 
fleeing arrest. H lItchins also asserted that"the ambushing of officers. 
which has been relatively rare in the past. accounted for25 percent of 
pellce officers killed in 1970,'" 

Hutchins was nOl entirely correct when he reported that the 
majority of police officers killed were in situations involving armed 
robberies, An earlil.'r report by Ronald Bettie of his agencr 
indicated: " ... 6J perl'ent of these officers died whilt.' conducting 
routine investigations, responding to disturbance ('alls and taking 
people intn cllstody ... "4 The FBI's 1974 study confirms Beattie's 
findin~s that I X percent oftlll~ police office'rs killed were investigating 
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a robbery: the largest group. some 22 percent. were killed while 
investigating domestic disturbances} 

Given the large number of "cops and robbers" shows on national 
television. we have been led to believe that law enforcement work is 
extremely perilolls. In a 1963 stlld~. Gerald Robin adjusted the der.th 
rate among police ofticers to include the accidental deaths (mostly 
from vehicular accidents). and compared the fatality rate among the 
major occupational groups,~ He then showed that occupational 
fatalities per 100.000 employees to be highest in mining with 93.58 
deaths pel' 100.000 workers: the construction industry was next with 
75.81 deaths per 100.000 workers: agriculture was third with 54.97: 
transportation was fourth with 44.08; and law enforcement was fifth 
with 32.67 deaths per 100.000. Thus. when we compare occupational 
risks across the major industries. mining is three times more risky 
than law enforcement. construction work is two and one-half times 
more dangerous. and agriculture and transportation show 
considerably higher rates of death than does law enforcement. Robin 
concluded that the data do not support the general belief that law 
enforcement work is a highly dangerous enterprise. 

A related issue is the death penalty statute. which is another form 
of state killing of civilians. Some 40 States have enacted or are in the 
process of enacting the death penalty. Following Furman v. Georgia 
(1972). in which the Supreme Court ruled that the death penalty. as 
imposed up to that time. was cruel and unusual punishment. the 
States began to revise their death penalty statutes to get around the 
Court's decision. One of the revisions considered was to specify the 
conditions under which the death penalty could be imposed. as . for 
example. in the homicide of a law enforcement officer. a provision in 
all of t.he death penalty statutes. While I do not minimize the rate of 
police fatalities. Robin's study showing law enforcment work to he 
considerably less dangerous than several other industries would 
suggest that the revised death penalty statutes are essentiallyclasf and 
race laws. What has changed since Furman v.(jeorgia is the ex" ... /le 
sanction for killing a police offi-::er while no provision is provid\!d in 
the law for the systematic violations of safety conditions that lead to 
the deaths of workers in mining. construction. agriculture. or 
transportation. Neither does the law provide for the extreme sanction 
in the case of a civilian wrongfully killed by the police. 

The use of deadly force is. of course. the other side of the coin. 
What is generally not known by the public at large. and certainly not 
publicized by the police and other officials. is the alarming increase in 
the rate of deaths of male civilians caused by. in the official 
terminology. "legal intervention of police." These are the cases 
recorded on death certificates as "justifiable homicide" by police 
intervention. After disappearing onto computer tapes. these reappear 
as statistic;; in the annually published official volumes of Vila I 
Statistics in the United States. Here they can he found under "Cause 
of Death. Code Number 984." where they have attracted little 
attention. 

Several studies have been published since I conducted my own 
study in 1971 using the data published in Vital Statistics. While it is 
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possible to retrieve data on age. sex. and race. Viral Srarisricsdoes not 
permit a more detailed analysis of the circumstances of police 
killings. But some things we can extract. 

For example. the death rate of male civilians aged 10 and o\er 
caused by police intervention has gradually increased. especially 
from 1962 to 1968. Some States like California show an increase llf 
2.5 times between 1962 and 1969. These increases cannot be 
allributed simply to an increase in the proportion of young adults or 
adolescents in the population. among whom a larger share of these 
deaths occur, because each annual rate is age-adjusted to the age 
profile of the population in 1960. There is an increase in the rate of 
police killings (~f civilians. regardless of the changes in that age 
profile. 

The crime rate has. of course, increased at the same t~me. and this. 
it might be argued. indicates that more males put themselves into 
situations where they risk a police bullet. This is the argument that the 
victim alone is responsible. But that is too simple an explanation: an 
increase in such dangerous situations has not led to an increased 
jeopardy of police lives. for as we have seen. their homicide rate did 
not increase over t~e same period. The point is inescapable: the rate 
of death did not change for law enforcement ()fficers during a period 
when it changed criticali~' for nHlle citi/ens. 

Black men have been killed by police at a rate some 9 to 13 times 
higher than white men. Between 1969 and 1965. police killed I.lSS 
black males and 1.253 white males in a population in which about 10 
percent arc black. The rates of homocide due to police intervention 
increased over the years for both whites and blacks. but remained 
consistently nine times higher for hlacks for the Pllst 23 years. 
(Actually 9 to 13 t imcs higher bccause the U.S. government does not 
distinguish the Mexican Americans lind Puerto Ricans as national 
minorities. Arthur L Kohler found that 13 percent of those killed by 
police were Spanish speaking.' If the 13 percent arc deducted frllm 
the white total. then the police h,I\'e killed blacks at a rate 13 times 
higher than for whites.) 

Some studies have argued thaI since blacks commit crimes at a 
higher nlle (i.e. in proportion to Iheir numhers in the population). 
blacks run a higher risk of being killed by the police. It turns out. 
however. that in 1964 arrests of black nmles were 28 percent of total 
arrests. while hlack deaths were 51 percent of the tOlal number killed 
by police. In 1968 the statistics "ere essentially the same as the" were 
for 1969 through 1972. . 

It has also been argued that hlacks ha\'e a higher arrest ratcforthe 
seven index criml!s: hO/llocide. mpe. robbery. aggravated assault. 
burglary. theft. and auto theft. In 1968 hlack males accounted for .~6 
percent of the lInests for the index crimes; 4 years earlier. in 1964. 
black arrests wen! less thllll 30 percent during a year when they 
suffered 51 percent of till! deaths from police guns. No mlltter how we 
view crime statistics on blacks with police killing of hlllck civilians. 
Ihe death rate of blacks is far out of proportion to the siluations that 
might justify it. 

Hlack people don't ne-ed these statistics to te-II them what has heen 
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happening. The news gets around the community when someone is 
killc~} by police. It is part of a history --a very long history of 
extralegal justke that included whippings and lynchings. But let us 
explore the statistics a bit further. Take the age group where 
"desperate" criminals are much less likely to be found, the very 
young, ages 10 to 14. and the very old. those65 years of age and older. 
I n proportion to population. black youngsters and old men ha\'e been 
killed by the police at a rate 15 to 30 times greati.'rthat that d whites 
of the same age. It is the actual experiences behind statistics like these 
which suggest that police have one triggi.'r finger for whiti.'s and 
another for blacks. Recent data up to 1973 give no reason for altering 
that belief. 

Black citizens have long argued that the police are committing 
genocide of black pi.'ople. and there is incri.'asing evidence that these 
killings are indei.'d murder. In 1972. Ralph Knoohuil.e.'l et al. 
conducted a detailed study of Chicago police killing of civilians that 
provided furthi.'r credence to the claim that police arc murdering 
black citil.en5.~ I n their report. K noohuil.en and associates examined 
the incidents as reported by the police. the reports of the coroner's 
office. and testimony or statements by creditable witnesses. Let me 
read a couple of illustrations of \\ hat thi.'Y found: 

Case I. The victim was Linda Anderson. Police action rcsulting 
in her death was ruled justifiable homicide because. according to 
police reports. she was killcd accidentally during an allempt to 
gain entrance to her apartment by shooting the lock off the door. 
The partner of the officer. and independcnt witnesscs. 
corroborated the policc officer's \·ersion. An indepcndcnt 
investigation rcvealed that thc officer used a shotgun standing4 
feet from thc door, did not warn the occupant of the impending 
shot. and misscd the lock complctcly. 

Case 2. The victim was Raymond Joncs. Police action was ruled 
excusahlc bccausc police officcrs did not strike thc deccascd and 
Ui>cd only the amount of force necessary to bring thc suspcct 
undcr arrest. Scven of the nine officers involvcd in lhe incident 
tcstificd and confirmcd each other's story. The rcport of thc 
coroncr's pathologist, howcvcr, rcvcalcd that .Ioncs was agc 31 
and in good hcalth. Hc was also unarmcd. The U!lC of cxcellsive 
force is implied when nine policc officcrs could not subdue a 
sllspect without causing his death. 

Although most police killings arc dcsignatcd "justifiable homicidc" 
hy the coroncr and the victim's identity disappcars onto computer 
tapcs. this kind of covcrup is bccoming increasingly problcmatic. 
Police killings arc more and more likely to trigger rcsistancc and to 
politicize masses of people. This has becomc a major conccrn to the 
police cstablishmcnt, which I will got into shortly. But first, let mc 
provide a gist of what happens when somconc is killed by the policc. 

Of the four Houston policc officers who were convictcd of 
ncgligent homicide, a misdcmeanor, aftcr thcy had bcatcn and 
drowned a Chicano prisoner by pushing him into a bayou, a news 
item noted. "Thc light scntcnce inflamcd Mcxican Amcricans in 
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Tcxas and rcsultcd in demonstrations in H ou)!ton aga inst thc police." 
A national wcekly reported the conviction of Police Chicf Frank 
Haves. his wife. Dorothv Havcs. and hcr "ister. Alice Haldwin. for 
thcirrole in thc 1975 murder of Richard Morales. Thc item wcnt on to 
report that the indictmcnt and conviction resultcd from a vigorous 
letter-writing and strcet campaign from thc Chicano community in 
C.tstrovillc and San Antonio dcmanding that thc Fcdcral 
Govcrnmcnt try the criminals for civil rights violations. Thcsc arc not 
isolatcd ewnts. Prt'ss releases issued by thc Departmcnt of .Iusticc 
show that police officers havc bccn indictcd in evcry region of the 
country for "acting unuer the color of law. unlawfully shot the victim. 
taking away his constitutilHlal right not to be deprived of liberty 
without due prOCl$S of law." The indictments by the Departmcnt of 
.Iustice do not mellll that it is concl~rned about due proccss. In many 
instances. tht' militant struggles of black and Chicano communitics 
and well-organi/ed campaigns to publici,,: the racist nature of thc 
Criminal justice S\'slelll haw led to Fedeml indicilllcnts. And even 
though ISO of tht: 22H police officers indicted by the Dcpartment of 
.I ustice between 1971 and 1975 were aC4uittcd. the struggles continue. 

The conl'ept of duc process has no practical reality in thc black and 
Chicano cOlllmunities. In 1973, Sew" ork police offi:,.er Thomas 
Shea shot and killed a IO-ye<lr-Illd black YlHlIlgster. Shea said hc 
thought the boy was a holdup suspect and claimed the suspect pulled 
a gun. The tragil' and familial' fact is that the suspect was unarmed. 
Shea had been previously charged by the department for hilling a 14-
vear-old with his re\'ol\'er: Shea had earlier shot a 22-war-old 
suspect: that suspect was unarmed und no churgcs wcre filed against 
the suspect. 

Following thc funeral of the IO-year-old victim. a huge crowd 
swept through the sllllPping center of SOlit h Jamail''', menacing and 
beating the few whites in the "re,1. The hostility ren~lIined and many 
dCllll1'llstnltions continued. Sheu was suspended and charged with 
Illlmkl'. Almost a year later. Shea was t!"ied and aC4uilled. 

Again the black community protested. Bands of black \'oUl.hs 
sh .. l\ered windo\\ s of poliL-t' ,,'aI's: \\ hite poeple were ra,{dollllv 
allucked: and sporadi,,' violence continued wt'll inhl the night. . 

The Ne\\ York police commissioner, in reSplltlSe to communit\' 
preSSlJI'es, promised to weed out the \'iolence-pl'llne officer and t~l 
devclop new regulations involving firearm". Subse4ucIltly a 
Firearms Re\'iew Board wa!> set Ull to rt'\'ie\\ each firing of it Wl:,lpon 
by a Jlolil'e oflkt'r (.\'('11' )'nd, JlIII('.\, May 6, IlI7 J): but whatt he .\'1"11' 

ro,./'; Tillles failed \0 rcport was that a Firearllls Rc\'iew BO:lrd had 
already been l'stublished in August Illn under an udministratiw 
guidt'line called T.O.P. 2J7. whidl al~1l narrowed Ihe drculllstances 
under whil'h a N~'w Yorl.: City poli"'e offker could clllplo\' deudl\' 
fu~. . . 

While one sludy by a ~ew York City polin' st'rgeant showed tlmt 
police shooting inl'idcnts und police·killings (If l'i"ilians decreased 
after adoption of t he new pIlI icy IlIl the use of dcadl\' force (.Iames.l. 
Fyfd." the police killings in Ncw York City contiillled tll provokc 
mass del110nstralilll1s orangeI' ,Ind frustnttillll. On Nllwmber 9, 1976, 
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a IS-year-old youth, Randolph Evans. was killed by a white police 
officer. Robert T orsney. Mass demonstrations occurred and some 
2.000 people attended the funeral of the victim. T llrsney was indictcd 
for second degree murder but was subsequently acquitted. 

Mass demonstrations of anger and outrage do have an impact. The 
courts and liberal police reform organizations, like the Police 
Foundation. increasingly recognize from experience from Watts to 
Vietnam that indicriminate State violence can be counterproduc
tive. In a recent Federal case. a Court of Appeals found the Missouri 
statute on killing felons unconstitutional (Mattis \'. Schnarr and 
Marak. 1976). The action was brought by the father of the unarmed 
burglary suspect who was killed while tlceing from a golf course early 
one morning. The court held that the State cannot properly depri\'e 
an individual of life for committing a nonviolent felony unless the 
police officer reasonably believes that the suspect endangers the life 
of the police officer or others. The ruling. howevcr. was vacated by 
the Supreme Court on procedural grounds (Ashcra.fi \'. Mallis. 
1977). A similar case before the Court of Appeals in St. Louis ruled 
that police officers may not use deadly force against a felony suspect 
who is not violent (New York Times. June I. 1978). The case was 
based on a $4 million lawsuit against the Omaha police officers 
brought by the victims's mother; the three-judge panel ruled that the 
Omaha police officers violated the 5th and 14th amendments. The 
Court held that "The right to life is fundamental and is protected 
against unreasonable or unlawful taking by the procedural due 
process safeguards of the 5th and 14th amendments. "One week later, 
the Federal Court of Appeals in Ne\\ York ruled that municipalities 
could be sued for the unconstitutional actions of police officers or 
other employees (Ne\\' York Times. June 6. 1978). 

In addition to these recent court decisions, there is evidence that 
individual police officers have come forward to sustain public claims 
of police brutality, iypically a novice or a racial minority. In 
Houston. Texas, it was Police Officer Carless Elliot, age 20. whose 
testimony against five Houston police officers for the bea~ing and 
drowning of a Mexican American prisoner led to their conviction. A 
few weeks later, another young Houston police officer, Alan D. 
Nichols, filed charges against colleagues fur unnecessarily beating a 
young black man. In New York City, it was two black officers, Jesse 
Murden and Marvin Goldston, who stepped forward to testify 
against police officer William Walker, who was acquitted for killing a 
22-year-old black student, but was found guilty in a police 
department hearing of causing the student's wrongfUl death. And in 
Berkeley, California, an Asian-American police officer filed an 
internal complaint against his own supervisor for police brutality 
against a black prisoner. 

At the outset of this paper, it was asserted that in 1971, there were 
but a handful of studies on homicides of and by police officers. Since 
then, several studies have been published; and a major study of police 
violence, funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, is 
currently underway. 10 The published studies may be summarized in 
the following way: 
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Richard Kania and Wade Mackey essentially argue that 
communities get the number of police killings which they deserve. I I 
Kania and Mackey found that police killings are statistically 
associated with violent crimes in the community and concluded that 
"the police officer is reacting to the community as he perceives it, a 
percep~ion which is usually correct."ln this way, Kania and Mackey 
attempt to justify the high level of police violence in this country. 

Arthur Kobler pursues the "bad apple" theory to explain police 
violence. 12 Kobler recommends that police admini1jtrators need to 
stringently enforce the laws and regulations governing police use of 
deadly force, and that individual officers who kill citizens improperly 
should be vigorously prosecuted. Without stricter application of 
regulatory and legal sanctions. according to Kobler, ghetto 
communities will continue to be suspicious of and hostile towards the 
police and courts as well as the political system which law 
enforcement represents. Kobler is therefore concerned about the 
maintenance of legitimacy. 

The Police Foundation study is concerned about the growing cost, 
financial and hegemonic, of unregulated police violence. J.l The 
increase in law suits has fiscal repercussions for the already 
financially beleaguered cities. For example. in Macon, Georgia. a 12-
year-old boy who had been shot in the leg obtained a $50,000 
judgment against the city after the mayor had instructed police to 
"shoot to kill" during civil disorders. In Dade County, Florida, 
insurance premiums increased from $60.000 to $150.000 in I year: 
and In Philadelphia in 1975. settlement payments and jury awards 
stemming from illegal police violence totaled about $400.000. As the 
auorney general of Dade County pl.)t it: "The increasing cost of 
prown police brutality is. of course;an important factor. but the cost 
of what that means in terms of faith in the fair administration of 
justice is incalculable. "(Nt'''' rork Timt!.~. February 2.1975). To put 
it differently. the allorney general is saying that it is important to pay 
people (0 obtain the respect and faith of our political system. 

These studies. especially those by Kobler and the Police 
Foundation. miss the point completely. To prosecute an individual 
police officer for the wrongful death of a citizen. to pay money to the 
victim or someone else representing him, is distributive justice and 
not social justice. Distributive justice means simply "what's good for 
the goose is good for the gander." Social justice. on the other hand, 
means that the rights of liberty. equality, and security arc not 
clements to be exchanged for money or for property rights: nor 
should they be expressed in relative terms. that is. gre.ller or less than 
property rights. One person's life and liberty is the same as the next 
person's. But in u society th.ll equates the right of privute property 
with human rights. they become ine\'itubly reduced to standards and 
consequences that value some lives less than others. The system of 
coercion and punishment is intimately connected with the unequal 
distribution of weulth, .lnd provides the legitimution unu'cr the 
perverted notion thut "ours is a government of luws" even to kill in 
order to maintain sociill priorities based upon property rights. This is 
the meaning of police killings in American society. 
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Part II 
THE CONSULTATION 
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POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE: A COMMUNITY 
CONSULTATION 

Bertram Levine 
National !.iaison ami Po/ic:,' Developmmt Offi('er 

Community Relations Servit'e. U.S. Departmem I~r Justi('e 

Background 

Representatives of 11 national organizations met informally in St. 
Louis on J une'23, 1978, to discuss problems stemming from the use of 
deadly force by police. The Community Relations Service (CRS) of 
the Justice Department, acting on the request of several groups, 
served as convener of the consultation. 

On the previous day. the organizations had participated in a 
workshop on the subject of deadly force at the Annual Conference of 
the National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives 
(NOBLE) which had been conducted by CRS at NOBLE's request. 
The consultation on June 23 was held to permit the interested 
organizations to exchange information about their respective 
concerns and programs. 

As a conflict resolution agency. CRS has, for a dOlen years, 
responded to hundreds of instances of racial strife precipitated by the 
use of deadly force. While such after-the-fact intervention helped 
individual communities reestablish ruptured relationships and 
improve policies related to the use of deadly force, it did Iittie to abate 
the problem nationwide. 

For this reason, CRS, in collaboration with polk,' agencies and 
community groups, is currently exploring ways to reduce the 
incidence of thl! use of deadly force and the ensuing community 
conflicts. 

Organizations and Agencies Participating (See appended roster of 
individual participants.) 
Organizations 
ACTION (St. Louis) 
American Bar Association 
Cleveland Foundation (The) 
IMAGE 
Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund(MALDEF) 
National Congress of American Indians 
Nationallnterreligim.!s Task Force on Criminal Justice 
National League of Cities 
National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives 
(NOBLE) 
National Urban League 
Police Foundation 
United Methodist Church 
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Agencies qr Ihe Department (?r JIISlicl' 

Community Relations Service (CRS) 
Civil Rights Division 
l.aw Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) 

Intt-rests of the Participating Groups 

The participants idt."ntified the concerns and programs of their 
organizations relative to the issue of deadly force. In genera!. there 
was a feeling that current programing is not filling community 
needs. Indeed many of the organizations are still seeking. or perhaps 
only starting. what they see as constructive activities. The 
disproportionate rate of minority victims of police homicide was of 
special concern to organizations representing various minority 
groups-Hispanic. black. and N.ltive American. Religious groups 
indicated that they were impeUed by concern for the sanctity of life 
and opposition to injustice. 

One representative indicated the desirr. of his organization to be of 
assistance to mayors. managers, and council members who are often 
reluctant to take on tough police problems for fear of being politically 
hurt. He indicated that his organization is preparing to develop a 
capability to provide technical assistance to such municipal officials. 
defining joint roles for police and municipal officials. and possibly 
promulgating a code of standards. NOBLE. representing both police 
executives and the black community. was concerned with equitable 
treatment for minorities and a higher quality of law enforcement. 

Tht~ consultation focused on two areas: (I) the need for more and 
better infcrmation about the use of deadly force; and (2) the need for 
programs and strategies by which private organizations might 
effectively improve the existing situation. 

Information Base: What's a.\'ailable; What's missing 

A member of the minorit\' advisorv committee of LEAA and a 
representative of the National Crimi~a,1 Justice Reference Service 
(NCJ RS) spoke of the scarcity of information on the subject. Books 
contain very little information on the issut!: most of what is available 
is in the form of articles in magazines and journals. Useful 
information appears frequently in local newspapers. but there is need 
for a comprehensive collection and organization system which 
presently does not exist. NCJ RS has relatively few documents on use 
of deadly force in its computerized information system, Copies of a 
search were made available to the participants. It was also noted the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice is 
currently sponsoring research into police usc of deadly force. 

A collaborative effort of the National League of Cities and the 
Police Foundation to studv the use of deadlv force in seven cities was 
described and the possibility of extending this study to help fill the 
need for broader data with respect to police homicides was 
mentioned. Some conferees alluded to the reference in the Police 
Foundation study that while suC:~ data were collected by the FBI. 
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they were not made available by that agency. Others questioned the 
reliability of such information since it originated with the very police 
agencies which were involved. Homicide data alone were of limited 
value since drawing conclusions requires accurate knowledge of the 
circumstances involved in each shooting. One participant empha
sized that the difficulty in collecting full information should not be 
allowed to impede more vigorous efforts to collect and analyze 
information which is available. 

M ore and better research information was seen as essential for any 
program of public information. The need for better informed 
communities was a theme repeatedly sounded. It stems from the 
hypothesis that police homicides are less common in an environment 
that does not condo:le them. While such a hypothesis is as yet 
unproven. the question was ra,ised as to whether the remarkable 
reduction in the number of minority citizens killed by the police in the 
cities of Detroit and Atlanta was not a consequence of the election of 
aggressive black mayors and the appointment of black police 
executives. In Atlanta for example. the number of justifiable 
homicides by police was 16 in 1972 but only 2 in 1977. 

One delegate indicated that the National I nterreligious Task Force 
on Criminal Justice. comprising major religious denominations and 
secular groups. is linked to a vast network of religious entities and 
communities all over the country which could conceivably be drawn 
on for local data collection. This activity would make s~ch groups 
even more effecl.ive in a subsequent role of providing informa~ion to 
their respective communities. He suggested that the minority press 
could also serve as a valuable source of data. 

It was suggested that the subject area of the Police Foundation's 
clippings service be expanded to include police homicides. 

Community Approaches and Strategies 

In the discussion of possible roles and strategies for national 
organil.ations. the capability of the National Interreligious Task 
Force on Criminal Justice was described. This organization's local 
contacts could be used not onl\, for data collection but also for local 
educational programs. It was s~ggested that the Task Force"plug in" 
to other networks which could facilitate broad-based local task forccl\ 
or alliances. In selected instances the National Task Force might be in 
a position to help finance local ecumenic:ll task forces. Suggestions 
for enlarging this religiolls network to include the networks of other 
interested groups should be directed to the Nationul Task Force. 

In a discussion of the utilization of networks. the potential of other 
groups W~IS noted. Forexalllple, the National U rbun League network 
includes 110 localleaglles. while IMAGE has60 chapters in23 States. 

A number of speakers referred to instances in which local 
community pressure on elected officicals was able to influence police 
use of deadly force. I n one city a massive protest by the United Black 
Fund was followed by a SO percent drop in police homicides in a 
single year: in another. comlllunity pressure was follnwed by a 
reinvigorated prosecutorial role by the lJ .S. Attorney. C,)llllllunity 
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pressure was also seen as a means of improving police investigation of 
instances of deadly force. as well as more effective prosecution: 
community education was seen as a means for helping to achieve 
more responsive juries. 

One of the speakers discussed the problem that arises when. even 
under satisfactory administrative procedures. inadequate investiga
tion at the lower police levels makes for poor prosecution. This 
problem is compounded by the reluctance of juries to convict a polke 
officer. Another participant vocalized an additional complication: 
the questionable enthusiasm of some prosecutors in pressing such 
cases against police. 

The experience of the Law Enforcement Study Group of Chicago 
was reported. This organization. consisting of private citizens. many 
with extraordinary influence. has studied a number of problems with 
respect to law enforcement. and is currently completing a study of all 
police homicides in that city over a period of several years. This 
group was mentioned as a useful prototype for other communities. It 
wa§ pointed out that police attitudes. with respect to the use of deadly 
force. were often the extension of decisions made by many other 
institutions which were destructive to minorities in other ways. 

One of the participants. speaking of the need for community 
pressure on elected officials. stated that a prerequisite to that pressur~ 
was getting information out to the pUblic. He spoke of the use of 
resolutions at national conferences and the possible development of a 
manual suggesting courses of action for supplying information to 
local groups. 

It was suggested that efforts be made to contact the Attorney 
General for release of FBI information on citizens killed by police. A 
community education program might be helpful to police executives 
and prosecutors who could discharge their duties with respect to 
deadly force more vigorously if bolstered by community support. 

In response to the question as to how local groups could gain 
information about homicides from the police department, it was 
suggested that the State Attorney's Office be used as an alternate 
source. Community pressure might best be focused on selecting 
coroners whose objectivity could be relied on with respect to matters 
of police homicides. 

One participant emphasized the need to focus on the problem as it 
exists in small communities where minorities are most vulnerable 
because of their limited knowledie of the resourc'.!s available to them. 
The national organizations and th"ir local constituencies could serv(.' 
an important role as liaison tC' tne smaller communities, and the 
Mexican-American Legal Def.:nse and Education Fund (MALDEF) 
was suggested as an example c fa national organization that sought to 
serve in that capacity. The 'ninority community was described as 
vulnerable to police retalia~:t)n in the form of harassment of those 
who sought to protest slAch matters as the lise of deadly force. The 
community education work of MALDEF includes efforts to educate 
communities on how to keep elected officials accountable for police 
activities and work with business leadership. Law suits are wled as a 
last resort. Also described were MALDEF activities at the national 
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level, in concert with other Hispanic organization, in an effort to 
focus atlention on the problem. The Dallas meeting of National 
Hispanic Organizations and the specific communications that 
emanated from it to the Atlornev General and the President were 
described. As a consequence of th"at meeting and followup meetings 
with the Attorney General. the Department of Justice was studying 
whether or not lEAA could develop national standards for proper 
and improper use of force by police. 

In response to a question as to whether there was sufficient unity 
between blacks and Hispanics to permit coalition of efforts with 
respect to deadly force. it was stated that this was a natural issue for a 
concerted effort. It was emphasized that high visibility should be 
accorded all cases of police homicides in order to substitute an 
atmosphere of accountability for one of immunity. A special 
prosecutor and blue-ribbon grand jury to look into each instance of 
police homicide was recommended. 

The possibility of convening a national conference on a 
moratorium of police homicides was suggested. The session 
adjourned with the suggestion that NOBLE speak out at the local 
level about individual cases of the use of deadly force. 
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POLICE PRACTICES A:,\D TUE PRESERVATION OFClVIL 
RIGHTS· 

Dn.'\\ S, Days III 
A.I'.I'i.I'UIIII Altoml'r (il'lll'm!, CiI'i! N(~/II.\ Oil'i,lion, 

l ',S. /)t'I'Urllllt'l1/ ,,1.l1I.ll/n-

rhl: chid" limilalion on Ihl: dfl'clin'n~!I!I of rros~culion as a 
dl:h.'ITt.'nllo polict.' HOUSt.' is in Iht.' .Ullurl' (lllhc l'rimi.wl chargt.' irst:lf. 
A rrost.'l'ulion for polict.' llliSl'Ondul'1 dOt.'!1 nOI 'Iddrt.'ss ilst.'lf 10 Ihe 
aClivilil:.S of a rolict.' dt.'ral'lmt.'111 a~ !Iud!. llr llt' a cilY adminislration 
pt.'r s~, hUI nnl~ 10 Ihe aClion!l of ont.' or 1ll0l'~ offit.'t.'r!l in a ghen 
circumslancl' framed hy and limilt.'d 10 Ihc \\llI"ding llf a criminal 
indicllllcnt. Mort.'ovcr. criminal Prllst.'culions arc rcacli\~ liligalions 
ill\ol\'ing IInly I ht.' calling W accounl \If indi\ iduab \\ ho havc aln:.'ady 
t.'ngagl'd in aCls 0'- miscomit.cl. Any cnrhcious dforl 10 anliciralc 
inslanct.'s of poliet.' misco'lllucl and hl'ad Iht.'111 nff hefor" Ihl'y Ol'cur 
musl arist.' from somt.' olht.'r sourl't' I han Iht.' Ft.'d~1'(I1 (,riminal ('\)dl'. 

In t.'slaolishing priorilit.'s for rht.' fUlurl', I ht.'li~\1' Ihal F~d~ral 
pros~4.'lIl\ll's Illusl nlll!inUl' 10 hl' \'igil:lnl III id~l1Iif~ and ael uron all 
lll~rilOriolls cast.'s of polict.' misl'llnduct. In partin.lar, \\t.' mUM hl' 
st.'nsili\'t.' 10 cast.'s in \\ hkh Ihc \it-lim has ht.'cn killed al Iht.' hands of 
Ihe polkl:, ht.'causl' Ihcsc incidl'nls arc plllt'llIially \t'ry unsclllin!! III 
lilt' communilY im lll\'cd, particularl~ a minoril~ eommunil~ \\ /Udl 
may alrcady ht.' suspkilllh of policl: :H:lions. A disturhing aSpt'l'r \)1' 

Iht'st.' "dt.'alh caSt'S," .1' Ihl'~ arl' k.1\1\\n, IS Ihal Ihl'~ arl' usua"~ Ihe 
mosl difficult l'aSl'S 10 prll\l'. :'\01 onl~ is Ihl' \ il'lim II.Hl\ailahk III 
l'xplain himst.'lf hUI Slall' ",-Iet'ing fl'lon" ,1:IllIles IIfll:n PI'I\\ idl: :In 
limoI'd/a Ill' prlllcl'lilln for Ihc Ilffil'cr imo!\l'd, 

In t.',\pla nOli illn of I he phl'a,l' "lh.'cing Idon" slalUICs, I ml"111 I hose 
Slalc la\\s \\hidl alllhllri/l' a poliel' lIiriel:l' tllUSl' \\hall'\CI' flll'l't' hl' 
hdieH's 1.1 hI: rl'asonahh Ill'l'cssan, indudinl! lIt'adl\ forl'c. inllnkr 
10 apprl'ill.'nd an indi\ i{iual :'USPl'~'Il'd 1lIl'on"1I11illing a felon~. II an 
offil'l'r 1..111:. :.uch an indi\idual during d'fof'ls 10 appl'l'Ill'nd him, II 
ht.'l'omt"C\lrCnll'l~ diffil'UI! 10 prn),l'CUlt' him, \\'l'IllUSI sllI)\\ nOlonly 
Ihal Ihl' SUSpl'CI was nOI a nt'l'ing Idon hUI Ihal Ihl' offin'r \\as 
u'lI't.'lIsonahk in hdit'\ing Ihal hl' \\asa Id()n~ sUspel'1. And afll'nhal 
\\l' IIlllsl slill 'hO\\ Ihal under all Ihl' l'ircumslanct.'s forCl' \\as U'I.'<I 
\\ illfllily \\ il h a k .111\\ ledgc I hal il \\as lInlleCl'ss'II·~, In mosl cascs in 
\\hich Ihl' \'ielim is :I\ailahll: Inll'slil~, Ihl' l'irl'ulllsl:tnl'l's a.\' ljuilc 
differl'll! k.g .. llll' SllSPt.'l'l is alrt'ady inl'us"ldy and I/O USl' offorl'e is 
\\arrallll'd). and rhl' \ iclim is ,I\ailahk' 10 rdall' Slall'lllCllls Illadl' 10 
him hy I hl' offict.'r (l'.g .. 'TlIll'adl ~ ou 10 Ir~ 10 lUll 11'(1111 IllC") \\ hich 
plainly indicalt.' Ihl' officcr\ \\ I"lIngful inll'l1l. 

It i:o. fOrlhl'Sl' rt.'asollslhalllHI\\ lll'r"lllall~ rC\il~\\ l'\t'r~ fill'lhal 
l'Ollll'S in"l Ihl' Ci\il R iellls I>i\ ision il1\ 01\ illl! Ihe {kalh III all 
indi\ idual al Ihl' hands ot' I he policc. ~ 

-I \\'t.·,pt h"rIl., ",!.HCUll'l1lm.uk h~ tlll .. • .. ( mhull.\lIt'1I I'll P"flu' 1".h .. lll'l· .... Hht Iht, Pre, .... l.r\.l1h
l

l1 ,H 
( 1\ II f{ '1-!hl,," 'P"I1"'!l'd h\ 1 he:' ~ ('tlUlIllh'IOII on ( '1\ II f{ I~h". I 'l'\'l'I11I1~'1 ". It) ... ~ 
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POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE: 
SEARCHING FOR REMEDIES. 

Howard P. Carrington 
.\'tlfiolla/ ... dminwrtlfiOll (!r JII.~ticl' Spl'l'iali.l"I. 

Community RI'/ations Sl'n'ic(', l'.S. f)j'partmem (!r Justin' 

The diligence with which the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is 
pursuing the perv<lsive nuances uf the police usC' of deadly force issue 
is commendable and timely. President Carter has stated time and 
again that the pursuit of human rights is the cornerstone of his 
administration. The rising number of unresolved complaints of 
policl~ brutality hy citizens. especially hlack and brown. attests to the 
need fur tempering discretionary police practices if the attainment of 
hurlUlIl rights is to be accomplished and pn:sernllion of ch'il rights 
maintained. 

Those of us who have been directly involved in law enforcement 
know very well that strong public support for enforccment cfforts is 
essential to a\'oid not only reluctant public acceptance. hut also 
possibly severe alienation between thi: police and community. Of the 
many impediments to harmonious relationships between the police 
and minoritv communities. one of the most int1'lIlll11atorv is the usc of 
excessive a,;d deadly force hy the police. In orderto put i~ perspective 
the respecti\'e roles of citi/en organi/ations. F~'deral intervcntion 
agencies. and StUle and local law enforcement agencies. it might h~' 
helpful 10 olltlinl' the nature and magnitude of the issue of excessi\'e 
and deadly force. as well as som~' of the F~'deral crforts to de'll with 
the prohlem. 

Citing data fwm Ihe l!.s. Puhlic Health Ser\'ic(."s annual. i 'iwl 
SWli.Hi(·,\'. for 1')65 1')7". l.a\\J'~'nec Sherman said: 

Uomkide hy police officers is a major cal~'gl.)ry of 
homicide. From 1965 1')74.3"'56 de.llhs \\er~' caused h\' 
law enflll'Celllelll officers comprising ~""'; of ail 
IHlmicid~'s in the U.S. in Ihat decad~·. Sii1c~' 1970. 
American police have killed. on an a\'erag~ .. l\lll' pl'l'son 
pl'r day. 

rhe Puhlk Inl~'rl'sl I.a\\ ('enter of Philadl'lphia (PII,('OP), in ils 
1977 A nnllal Report. said it had heen informcd of 272 e'ISl'S l)1' polke 
healings in Philaddphia in 1976. According to PII.(,OP slatistil's. 
175 \'ictims required medil'al tr~'allllel1l for Ihcir injlll'ies. Of tlhlse. 
IIJ \\ ere ta ken to IlllspilLll elllergl'n~'y ml)lllS b~ police heflH'e I he~ 
were armigned. rhe repurt nllied thai 146 ufthuse reported h~'alel1 hy 
police wer~' hlack: 36 \\erc hlack \\lllllen. 

An ani!!l ... pull1ished iil T!\~ i],;1'IItI,\ 1/IIII'S III 'mid a fl'\\ nlllnths Ugll 
'ib!\"tr IH~d i1w{; .r;. ClHllmission l)ll Ch'il R ighls hud singkd OUllhe 
Southwesl in geneml and Houslon in parlicular as areas in which 
alkgation~ of ahuse \\'l'rc so widesprcad as to appear to be oftkially 

·"U."\l'IHOIIUUl ttl I tn' "('tllhuhall"f1 "Ii I'lllU,'l' 1'r:h.'lh,'l" and thl' t"rl'~C'r\,tlHHI t1t l'1\ll Right,:' 
'1'"I1"''''<lIl\ 111<'" S ClIl1l1l1'''hll' on ('",'R'lIln,. Il""cmhcr 1.1. 11/71' 
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sanctioned. Of the 7.500 complaints received nationwide each year. 
approximately 15 percent invl)!ve Texas police departments. For 
example. the Justice Department 'has actually conduct.;!d some degree 
of investigation of 4.449 incidents of alleged police abuse in Texas 
since 1970. Of that number. the most 1.564 origimlted in the 
southern area. primarily in Houston. while another i .J()l) CHme from 
the northern part of the State. where Dallas and Fort \V orth arc the 
focus. A total of961 were from west Texas and g 15 from cas' re:-'l\s. 

These actual investigations represent approximately half of the 
total number of complaints the Justice Department has received 
against Texas police. Of the 4.449 complaints. prosecutions resulted 
in only 27 cases involving 52 police officers. Onlyg of the cases and 20 
officers were successfully prosecuted before Texas juries. 

A 1972 report of the Chicago Law Enfl}rCCment Study Group. 
which conducted a study entitled The Police and Their Usc of Fatal 
Force in Chicago. revealed comparative information on civilians 
killed by police and police killed by civilians for the fivc largest U.S. 
cities as determined by the 1970 ccnsu~: New York. Chicago. Los 
Angeles. Philadelphia. and Detroit. The source of the information 
was the Police Weapons Center of the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police (IACP). Data are as follows: 

nlE PArTER:" OF ClVILlA~ POLICE DEMHS RESl:L.TI:"G 
FROM POLICE ACTlo:"s 
JULY. 1970 MARCH. 1971 

Citv :"umbcr (If :..; umber of Officer, :" limber III Death;. 

( I'~pulation} ,'rrests 1970· in Ikpartmcnt Pulice Chilian;. 

~C" York 
(7 .K6 7.76<1} 264.KI4 .H.67 I 5 21 

Chicago 
(3J66.957} 265.444 12.1>71 7 32 

Lo~ Angcb 
(2.t!16.061} 251.955 6.IWI> II K 

I'hiladclphia 
II .94M.6(9) 101.552 7.7MO 3 13 

Detroit 
( 1.511.4t!2} 16U41 5.159 3 4 

°1 neludc, !lnly arrc'" 1m I'art I Ollcnw,. 

According to the study group. the records of a Chicago newspaper 
morgue revealed that there were 78 civilian deaths by police action 
during the calendar years 1969 and 1970. The carnage represented by 
these figures is staggering and becomes even more stunmng when 
figures arc compiled for the rest of the ~ation. The study group 
reported that. during a 44-month period. the police in Chicago killed 
a civilian everv 11.9 davs !!.itd wounded one even' 4.3 davs. On the 
other hand. a civilian" killed a policeman every 64.1 "days and 
wounded one everv IM.2 d<lvs. 

The ethnic disproportion is evidenced hy the 2-year study in 
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Chicago which showed that 56 black males and 3 black females were 
killed by police action (74.8 percent). while 19 white males and no 
white females (24.0 percent) were killed. Four of the 19 had Spanish 
surnames. 

Data for the 24-year period from 1950 to 1973 show an average of 
245 persons killed by police in the years prior to 1967. F orthe 7 years 
beginning with 1967. the average was 359 per year. Of these. 50 
percent were black. Here again. records are not clear as to the 
proportion of those killed who were latino since they were t:ounted 
as white in census tracts. 

I have cited the foregoing examples in order to present a picture of 
the gravity and magnitude of this problem which besets communities 
of our Nation. Nor can we be lulled into thinking that the epidemic is 
centered only on the large metropolitan areas. CRS has documented 
such cases in places iikc Eatonton. Georgia. Webster County. Iowa. 
Quincy. Illinois. Blackfort. Idaho. and West Uberty. Iowa. 

Police/ community friction arising from the issue of deadiy force 
knows no boundries in terms of city population. size. or size of tile 
municipal police force. 

A study by the Office of Police Planning in Seattle notes that while 
blacks account for only 9 percent of Seattle's population. they 
comprised 49 percent of the people shot by police in a 3-year period. 
A Police Foundation report on deadly force covering seven major 
U.S. cities found that 80 percent of non-fatally shot civilians were 
minority. while 78 percent of those killed were minority. 

It is unlikely that CRS can offer a program which will eliminate the 
staggering loss of life attributable to "justifiable homicide by police 
action"; nor shall we try. Our task is of lesser reach but more 
immediate promise in reducing the lethal impact of police slaying and 
in effectuating an overall reduction in the number of citizen 
complaints of nonfatal excessive force. 

The remedies we seek will only be accomplished throu,gh the 
concerted efforts of police organizations. police administrators. 
community organizations both national and local. private sector 
organizations. religious. fraternal. and sorority organizations. 
academicians. and business. as well as elected officials and 
Government funtionaries. The police have traditionally. although 
tacitly. served the paramount interests of the status quo in most 
communities. We must enlist the active participation of all elements if 
we are going to achieve an appreciable reduction in the lamentable 
statistics cited above. 

The problem is not utterly intractable. In some communities. 
forward-looking police executives have initillted policies and 
practices designed to insure that deadly force is used only under the 
most necessary drcumstances. The experience of certain individual 
police departments indicates that the number of po lice homicides (~an 
be significantly reduced and that such reductions can be achieved by 
changes in police policy and practices. 

In New York City. for example. the number of police homicides 
was reduced from over63 in 1972 to 54 in 1973. By 1977 it was down 
to 30. In other instances. commendable chungc has resulted from 
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dialog and negotiation between police a.nd community leadership. 
Unfortunately, in many communities negotiation is not successful 
because it occurs in an atmosphere of acrimony. The community 
becomes aroused and seeks change only in the wake of a tragic 
incident, and that sharp edge of concern quickly dulls. At the same 
time, police agencies, like all institutions, tend to defend and justify 
their actions and policies most vigorously when underauack. Efforts 
to arrive at reasonable solutions rarely prosper in such a climate. 

At such times, issues are often misrepresented and polarized. One 
side is depicted as condoning murder by police, the other side as 
condoning wanton criminality. In actuality the gap is not really 
broad. Both the police executive and the minority community share 
the goal of crime reduction in the minortiy community. Both agree 
that the police officer should be authorized to use firearms to defend 
his or her own or another's life when other means are inadequate. 
Neither believes that the police badge should be a shield for brutality 
or racism. 

Basic differences concern the nature of controls to be applied and 
the degree of accountability to be required of police in the exercise of 
their discietion. While such issues may still represent wide division, 
they are at least responsible to good faith negotiations. Stubborn as 
the problem is, there are a number of harbingers of progress. Among 
them is the increasing attention being given to the problem. 

Police administrators are taking a closer look at the issue of deadly 
force and discussing it with their peers. Officials of local government 
are increasingly expressing concern and reviewing relevant policies. 
The National League of Cities is continually being called upon by 
municipal officials to provide technical assistance in dealing with the 
issue of deadly force. 

The problem is receiving increasing attention from municipal 
officials for at least two reasons. One can be described as "political 
heat." When a shooting is followed by protest and sometimes 
disorder, it often leads to confrontation in the council chamber where 
political careers can be at stake. The secorld reason is the question of 
municipal. liability. Local governmen'ts are being sued more 
frequently by individuals alleging violation of their rights by police 
officers. While few such actions ultimately result in verdicts again!\t 
the officelr or municipality, there have been some very costly awards. 

In addition, out-of-court settlements and legal costs, while not 
known in the aggregate, have been sufficient to cause a revolutionary 
increase in the cost of municipality insurance. In the current climate 
of municipal tax and budget cutting, police actions that result in 
escalating costs are likely to come under scrutiny which will hopefully 
produce, under internal administrative command, a preceptible 
abatement of over zealous law enforcement practices. 

We are witnessing a breakdown in dialog because of such practices. 
Rath~r than enjoying a mutual relationship with the people, the 
police are often in the unfortunate position of being in confror lation 
with racial and ethnic groups, social action and civil rights groups, 
the adolescent community, and the courts. If the emotions offear and 
hate characterize the current relationship between the ethnic 
minority communities and the police, there is both an immediate and 
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long-range effect of the continuation of these connicts. An 
immediate effect is the fact lhat, increasingly, contacts between 
policemen and minority group members are tinged with the 
possibility of violence. Of even greater concern. however, is the 
transmission of such cdtitudes to succeeding generations of young 
people. 

We at CRS have found that if and when the dialog between the 
community and law enforcement agencies breaks down, reassess
ment of problems becomes very difficult. and the potential for 
constructive action is sharply curtailed. 

CRS stands firmly committed to expend its energies and resources 
in working hand and glove with all of you in order to help in the 
reaffirmation of humane police community relations as the 
foundation from which our domestic human relations will spring. 
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THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE AND POLICE USEOF DEADLY 
FORCE 

Blair G. Ewing 
Acting Dirt'Clor. Nationalln.witwt' (~( l.all' E"I(JrC'emt'llI 

and Criminal JII.I'/ict' 

During 1978 it became apparent that the sUbject of police 
discretion in the use of force and deadly force was receiving far 
greater attention and concern in our Nation than ever before. Civilian 
fatalities caused by firearms discharged by the police and reported by 
the mass media received additional exploration and in-depth analysis 
by prominent writers and journalists: institutions of higher learning 
conducted intensive workshops and seminars for police officials and 
others concerned with police discretion in the use oflethal force; and. 
at least two national law enforcement organizations debated the issue 
during their annual meetings. The Department of Justice 
Community Relation,> Service and the U.S. Civil Rights Commission 
experienced substantial increases in the numbers of citizen 
complaints of police misconduct and incidents of excessive and 
deadly use of force by police. 

In an attempt to. examine this phenomenon. the National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and CriminalJustice is supporting re§earch that 
will concentrate on internal policies and pracl.ices that impact on the 
use of lethal force by police officers. It is hoped that the research 
findings and recommendations will aid police administrators in 
further development of more clearly defined firearms policies and 
guidelines. Definitive and concise guidelines would greatly assist law 
enforcement officers confrontcd with use of force situations and 
further insure the safety of both the officcrs and the public at large. 
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POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE: RESEARCH EFFORTS 
OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT 

AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
Peggy Triplett 

Special A.'iSi.\·fa1ll fo ,ht' Dirt'flOr 

In March 1978. the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice (NILECJ) convened a 2-day workshop of criminal 
justice exp~rts to formulate an agenda for research on the 
relationship between minorities and crime and the role of minorities 
in the criminal justice system. The workshop participants included 
both minority and majority criminal justice practitioners and 
researchers. After discussing the issues related lei minorities and the 
criminal justice system. the group recommended seven priority areas 
of research, Use of deadly force by police emerge.d as the number two 
priority for research. I 

Shortly after the workshop. the I nstitutc's Acting Director. Blair 
G, Ewing. established an internal staff committee to study the 
feasibility of funding research in the area of ey,cessive and! or deadly 
use of force by police. The comminee met seve:ral times and discussed 
extensivi!ly the broad area of police di~cretion in violent or 
potentially violent situations. 

To assist in selecting a specific research topic. the committee 
conduc,ted a literature review in two areas-excessive use of force and 
deadly use of force. During the review it became npparent that 
defining excessive force or police brutality would be difficult. 
Excessive force could cover .\ range of police practices--orders to 
move on. threats to use force if orders were disobeyed. us.: \11 I'll, ~ical 
force. etc, On the other hand. deadly force can be specificallydehned. 

The committee also explored possible research options. including 
an analysis of the characteristics of police officers involved in 
shooting incidents and the dynamics of each incident. an analysis of 
departmental policies in relation to officer discretion. and an update 
of relevant stuf,iies. Subsequently. the group concluded that 
additional outside IIssistance was wnrmnted and recommended to 
M r, Ewing thai:~ small working group of experts meet with Institute 
staff to fUf~hc'· discuss this brolld arcil lind make specific 
recommendlliions for research. 

In the interim. NILECJ and the Communitv Relations Service 
(CRS) of the Department of Justice jointlY accepted an invitation 
from the National Organii'!ltion of Black LlW Enforcement 
Executives(NOBLE) toassi!;( in conducting .. worksh(',p on the use of 
deadly force. held during NOBLE's anl'llIlIl conference in St. Louis. 
Missouri. on June 22.1978. The workshop focused on concerns and 
possible solutions to the growing rale of police homicides lind proved 
to be an excellent forum for the exchnnge of information among 

IS~ven recommended priority "rcas f<>r re~earch: (I) c""llnunity studies: (2) puhce usc of deadly 
force: (3) arrestl'f<lcedurcs: (4) ullempl('ymcllt in the mlllllrity ,'lHlImullIty: (5) vcrifk,lIillll studies; 
(6) ~chool sYMcm and its rel:lliollship 10 thc crmllnal Justice system; and (7) correcllons "n" the 
l"oslrelease s"Pporli\'c environment. 
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black law enforcement executives. religious and community groups. 
and national agencies sllch as the American Bar Association. the 
National League of Cities. and the National Congress of American 
Indians. The papers presented at the NOBLE meeting and at a 
subsequent workshop on this topic helped add to the knowledge on 
police use of force and have greatly enhanced the information base 
and computerized bibliography maintained at the Institute's 
National Justice Reference Service (NCJRS).2 

During the summer of 1978. NILECJ representatives participated 
in several meetings and workshops on police use of force and were 
able to acquire additional information and source material on the 
subject. The meetings on deadly force included a 4-day .raining 
session conducted bv !'; orthwestern U niversitv Traffic Institute 
principally for police' officials. a workshop held'during the annual 
conference of the !':ational Black Police Association in Chicago. 
Illinois .... session oy the National Association of Human Rights 
Workers during their anllual conference in Nashville. Tennessee, and 
a I-day research meeting sponsored by the School of Criminal 
Justice. State Univcrsitv of !':ew York at Alban .... 

On Octobcr 2. 197!( the Institute convened' a small group of 
criminal justice experts to assist !':ILECJ in identifying issues and 
setting the direction for research on police use of excessive and, or 
deadly force. Besides the Institute staff. the group consisted of three 
police administrators. four criminal justice researchers. and 
representatives from the FBI. CRS. and the Office of Improvements 
in the Administration of Justice (Department of Justice). 

The framework of discussion for the meeting was set by Blair 
Ewing's introductory questions: Is police discretion in the area of 
force becoming a national problem. and if so. why'! Should the 
research focus on excessive force or deadl\' force or both'! Is force 
aimed at certain groups and not others'!' What can the Federal 
Government do'! What are the issues and how should Wl: proceed'? 

During the discussion other related issues and topics arose and 
were explored in depth. including: 

• relationship of department policies on firearms and excessive 
force 
• extent of community influences and internal influences on 
police ad ministrators 
• racism and police use of force 
• impact of legislative or statutory charges on use of deadly force 
• examination of fleeing felon rule 
• alternative ways of controlling police use of force 

The participants finally concluded that: (I) the I nstitute should 
focus its attention on police use of deadly force, and (2) the research 
should examine organizational elements and administrative and 
policy strategies that may affect police use of deadly force. 

Consequently, in December 1978, NI LECJ issued a solicitation on 
use of deadly force by police. This initial research effort will examine 
issues and factors that may impinge upon the rate of police 
lin June of 197H, there ,",ere only 47 dncument\ li~led and ilvailahle in the ~('JRS cornplitcri/cd 
hibliography Since thill lime. the ~(".IRS ha\ pUhlished ""oliee J)i~eretion: A Selected 
Bihliography:· and ·"'oliec Ahll~e of Authority" (an ann!)taled listing of references). 
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homicides. Cities that have experienced reductions in police 
homicides will be examined to identify specific elements that may 
relate directly to the use of force. The reasons why some cities. more 
than others, have considerably higher incidence of police use of 
deadly force will be investigaled. Firearm policies. State statutes 
governing the use of firearms, and legal guidelines and rules covering 
fleeing fclons also will be reviewed. In looking at these factors. the 
study will take into account the different definitions of a felony from 
state 10 state. 

The ultimate objective of Ihis research is to reduce the number of 
citizens killed by the police without jeopardizing the safety of police 
officers. The scope of this effort will be limited 10 fatal shootings by 
public law enforcement officers. Organil.ational elements, adminis
trative strategies. and the cffi:!'ct of different types of police policies 
and administrative sanctions will be examined to determine how thev 
affect the problem. The project will last 18 months. . 

Questions about the project should be directed to the Police 
Division. Office of Research Programs. NILECJ. 
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Part IV 
THE LITERATURE REVIEW 
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THE CONCERNS OF THE POLICE FOUl\ODATION 
Patrick V. Murphy 

Pre'sic/I'I/t 

Th~ Polic~ Found:nion has had a continuing int~rest in th~ study of 
polic~ use of d~adly forc~. The authority to us~ forc~ is the most 
distinctive chamcteristic of policing: how a police department uses 
force:: affects its relationship with the community and its mission to 
provide human~. productivc law ~nforcement. Lack of restraint in 
the usc of force. particularly deadly force. is a telling sign of poor 
management and supervision of a police department. By the same 
tok~n. a police department which controls the usc of force through 
clearly stated policies. training. and exacting supervision is almost 
certainly an effectiv~ agency. 

To date. the found'llion's major effort in dealing with the issue of 
d~adly force has be~n support fur the two years of research which led 
to pUblicmion of the foundation's r~port, Po/ice CSt' C?r D('ad~1" 
Force. discussed in the following pages. Police Foundation board 
and staff b~lieve this report is among the foundation's most 
significant efforts. not because the report is definitive. which it is not. 
but because it has contributed to an important. growing debat~~ on the 
issue of deadly fMce and to a rapidly de"doping body of research on 
till: issu~. 

To further d~bate and rescardl. the flllll1dation is pleased to be able 
to contribut~ III this doculllent the following literature review on 
police usc' of d~ad Iy force. This revi~w marks the first comprehensive 
~xal11ination of ~l11piric(l1 r~s~ .. rch availabl~ on the sub.i~ct. 
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ON THE POLICE USE OF 
DEADLY FORCE 

Cynthia G. Sulton and Phillip Cooper 
Program Director and Researcher. The Po/iCt' Foundation 

In 1977. the Police Foundation published a report entitled Police 
U.~e of D~ad~I' Force. which presented the results of research by 
Police Foundation staff and police officers from Washington. D.C.. 
and Birmingham. Alabama. 1 The Police Foundation continues to 
view police use of deadly force as an important research topic worthy 
of further analysis. In continuance of this interest. Police Foundation 
staff have analyzed the empirical studies conducted on the topic, 
some of which were prepared subsequent to the Foundation's report. 
An annotated bibliography on police use of deadly force is presented 
as an appendix 10 this review. 

This review summarizes several leading studies of police use of 
deadly force. Three types of data sets are analyzed in this review: 
national trend data; single-city data. which demonstrates the 
circumstances and ramifications of police use of deadly force in 
specific cities: multiple-city and state data. which permit comparisons 
among several cities and regions within a state. A few studies contain 
two or three of the data set types analyzed and therefore these studies 
appear in more than one section of the review. Finally. the common 
elements in the studies. are noted. particularly the significance of 
several generally recognized variables thought to characterize or 
explain police use of deadly force. 

National Trend Data 

The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS). Division of 
Violent Statistics (U.S. Public Health Service) indicates that 3.082 
citizens died between 1968 and 1976 as a result of "legal intervention." 
Included in the NCHS statistics are all reported civilian fatalities at 
the hands of law enforcement officers. The vast majority of these 
deaths were caused by firearms discharged by police officers. An 
average of 342 citizens were reJlorted killed each year. with the 
percentage of deaths among nonwhite!> remaining almost constant at 
51 percent per year, These statistics can be contmsted with data for 
the pl:riods 1960 to 1967 and 1950 to 1959. In the former period an 
average of 268 citizens were killed per year (Kobler. 1957a) and an 
average of 240 in the latter period (Robin. 1963). These data suggest 
that civilian fatalities at the hands of the police increased significantly 
during the 18 years reviewed (See Tables I and 2), 

A second recognizable trend is that nonwhite Americans comprise 
between 47 and 50 percent (If the fatally injured (NCHS. 1978: 
H~lrring et al.. 1977; Kobler. 1975a: Kobler.1975b: and Robin. 1963). 
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TABLE I 
CIVILlA!I> DEATHS BY LEGAL 1!I>"JERVE!I>TIO!l> 1952 1969 

U:-'ITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
VITAL STATISTICS 

TOlal While Malc !l>on"hi!c Malc Fcmale 
Ci\'iliiln Dcalhs Dcalhs Dcalhs 

Year Dealhs :-'umber (" 
( !l>umbcr (" 

( :'I:ulllbc:r (" c· 

1952 256 128 50 125 49 3 

1953 255 124 41! 130 51 I 0 

1954 244 130 53 112 46 2 

1955 227 III 49 114 50 2 

1956 226 123 54 103 46 0 

1957 228 119 52 109 41! 0 

1958 229 III 49 117 51 0 

1959 227 109 4!! In 52 0 

1960 245 124 51 III! 48 3 

1961 237 132 56 103 43 2 

1962 11!4 !l8 48 94 51 2 

1963 242 III 46 129 53 2 

1964 271'1 1.11 47 143 51 4 2 

.1965 271 154 57 117 43 0 

1966 298 150 SO 144 41! 4 2 

1967 387 200 52 11!2 47 5 

1968 3S0 163 46 IHI 52 6 2 

1969 354 160 45 190 54 4 

SOllfl.,· ,\rthur I.. Kohler. "Police Horlllcloe 1n:1 J)cmocrac~'~ 

TABLE 2 

CIVILIAN DEATHS BY LEGAL INTERVE:-'TIO:-' 1968 1976 
NATIONAL CE!'ITER FOR HEALHI STATISTICS 

While Civilian !'Ionwhilc Civilian 
Tolal Civilian Dcalh~ Dealhs 

Year Dealhs Number c" /t Number % 

1968 343 159 46 11'14 S4 

1969 347 158 46 1119 54 

1970 329 154 47 176 53 

1971 409 214 52 198 411 

1972 296 132 4S 164 S5 
1973 372 IllS SO 1117 SO 

1974 370 183 49 1117 SI 

1975 330 177 54 IS3 46 

1976 286 146 51 140 49 

SOllrel': Unpubli~heo NeilS 51alislics 
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"Justifiable Homicides by Policc" by Gerald D. 
RobinJ 

As part of a study in which hc collcctcd cxtcnsive data relating to 
police killings of criminals in Philadelphia. Gcrald Robin conducted 
somc analyses of national statistics on police. Using National Ccnter 
of Health Statistics data, thc author notes that nationally during the 
pcriod 1950 to 1959 the average number of citizens killed by police 
officcrs was 240. Four4 ycars·-1950. 1955. 1956. 1957-the author 
obtained national data on the race and sex of fatal police victims. 
Forty-nine pcrcent of the victims werc black. and blacks were victims 
scven times as often as whites. All but 0.4 perccnt of the victims were 
malc. 

Considering concern for thc occupational risks of po1ice officers. 
Robin analvzcd fatalitv rates from Momhll- Labor Re\'iell' and 
Un(form Crime R{'I)()m~ and concludcd that the occupational risks of 
law cnforccmcnt havc bccn cxaggeratcd. The rate of occupational 
fatalitics per 100.000 workers in mining. agriculture. construction, 
and trunsportation cxceeded the rate for law enforcement. (See Table 
3) 

TAH..! .. E 3 

Ocn'PAnO~i\1 FArAl.ITlFS PER J(}O,OOO EMPI.OYEES 
1955 

FalalilY 
Ral.: p.:r 

~<l. or :0\0. of 100.000 
OCl'llpalion El11pl'l!'W~ I-'alalilics Emplo~cl·s· 

l\lining 7~S.0()O 700 93.58 

Agricuhurc 6.i30.000 ')700 5~.97 

Contraci Conslrucliun 2.506,000 1900 75.81 

Manufacluring 16,552.1KlO 2000 12.08 

TranSportalion 2.722.000 120(} ~~.08 

Public Vlililics 1.335,000 200 1~.91! 

Trade 1O.72!l.O(lO 1100 10.25 

Finance. Scn icc. Gll\l .. l\1 isc. 1~.808,OOO 2100 1~.18 

La\\ Enforccll1cnl 167.862 5S 32.76; 

• All fillalit~ rolle" e~cel'l Ihose in "grt~ullure am! I.all Enf(lrCcOlcnt, lIere calculated fn)m: 
II/I///h" 1.llho, R"I'i"II, \'. I.XXIX January June 1951>. "". 4.19,474·77, Thf source for the 
number of cmfllu)cc. In agncullure lIa. L.S. 811,."111 ell Ih,' (','1/.111.\, lIi.Helrical SlaliJllo 
"IIIt,'tlll/,'d 05111/.'.1. ('O{IIIIIII,T,III." It> 19.'" (\\'aslunglnn, D.C .. 196{», fl. 70 

!('alculatcd frum l. 111/0'111 ('fllI/,' R"II:IT/I. 

"A Garrison State in a 'Democratic' Societv" bv 
Paul Takagi4 . . 

In rcsponse to 1971 mass media reporting of increasing 
"assassinations" of law enforccment ofticers. Paul Takagi conducted 
a comparison study of police officers killed in thc line of duty and 
ci\'ilians killed by the police, This article presents thc findings and 
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conclusions of that 1971 study. 
Takagi reports that the FBI reported an increase in the number of 

police officers killed. from 55 in 1963 to 125 in 1971. During the same 
time period there was an increase of mOI'e than 50 percent in the total 
number of police officers. Consequently, there was no increase in the 
actual rate of death. The rate fluctuated from year to year. peaking in 
1967 with 29.9 deaths per 100,000 law enforcement officers. but with 
no ap~arent trend. Takagi notes further that the number of agencies 
reporting data to the FBI has increased since 1963, suggesting that the 
increased number of reporting agencies has contributed to the 
increase in the number of reported police deaths. 

Analyzing the number of deaths among male civilians 10 years old 
or older as a result of "legal intervention of police." Takagi reports a 
gradual increase in the age-adjusted rate for tne period 1962 to 1968. 
His comparison of civilian with police death rates shows 

... police to be victims of homicides at an annual rate of 
about 25 per hundred thousand! while citizens are victims 
of killings at thehandsofpoliceata rateofO.5 per 100.000 
males ag(!s ten and over. on the national level, and a rate 
of about 0.8 in California ... (p. 29) 

Examining the racial disparity of civilian deaths by "legal 
intervention of the police." Takagi concludes. 

Between 1960 and 1968. police killed 1.188 Black males 
and 1.253 white males in a population in which about ten 
percent are Black. The rates of homicides due to police 
intervention increased over the vears for both whites and 
Blacks. but remained consistently at least nine times 
higher for Blacks for the past 18 yea.rs. (p. 29) 

Takagi maintains that arrest rates among blacks do not explai.l the 
disparate proportion of deaths in that group. He says that in 1964 and 
1968 blacks constituted about 28 percent of total arrests and 51 
percent of the civilian deaths. Further, blacks accounted for 36 
percent of arrests for the major crimes-homicide. rape. robbery, 
aggravated assault, burglary, theft, and auto theft-in 1968 and less 
than 30 percent in 1964, a year when blacks constituted 51 percent of 
civilian deaths. 

Looking at racial differences in specific ages groups, which he says 
are unlikely to contain "desperate" criminals, Takagi concludes. "In 
proportion to population. black youngsters and old men have been 
killed by police at a rate 15 to 30 times greater than that for whites of 
the same age." (p. 30) 

Takagi concludes that police killings are "manifestations of 
racism" and the increase in law enforcement personnel demonstrate'i 
America's movement toward a "garrison state." 

"The Management of Police Killings" by Sid Harring. 
Tony Platt. Richard Speiglman. and Paul Takagi5 

In this article, Harring et at. present additional data updating the 
earlier Takagi data. The authors report that deaths by legal 
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intervention of police among white male civilians continued in the 
period 1969 to 1972ata rate of 0.2 per 100,000 white males 9 years old 
and older, while the black civilian death rate continued the upward 
trend started around 1962. The highest black civilian death rate of 2.4 
occurred in 1969. Rates for both whites and blacks showed a notable 
decrease in 1972,0.18 and 1.81 respectively. Total civilian deaths for 
1972 were 30(}, in contrast t0412 in 1971. Racial breakdowns for 197) 
and 1974 were not available at the time this report was written, but 
the total civilian deaths for those years were 376 and 375, respectively. 

For the period 1972-1975 the authors find continued yearly 
fluctuation in the rate to be around 25 deaths per 100.000 police killed 
in the lint. of duty, with no discernible trend. The rate dropped in 1968 
from the reported high of29.9 per 100,000 law enforcement officers in 
1967, "but increased in 1970 and reached an all-time high oDI deaths 
per 100,000 police officers in 1971." 

The article continues with a critical analvsis of other studies of 
police killings of civilians and an examination ofhthe ideological and 
strategic premises underlying state efforts to manage police killings of 
civilians." (p. 34) 

"Police Homicide in a De'mocrary" by Arthur L 
Kobler> 

In this article, Kobler reports on the results of a 1970 research 
program which focused on records of about 1.500 civilians killed by 
police and 400 killings of police. Data sources included (I) the U.S. 
Public Health Service's annual. Vital Statistics. for d<lta on violent 
civilian deaths where police involvement was specified for thle years 
1952 through 1969: (2) the FBI's<lnnual, UII((orm Crime Reports. for 
the years 1960 through 1973;and (3) newspaper reports for the period 
1964 through 1969. 

Using Vi/(ll SwtiJtics data, Kobler reports a marked incn~ase in 
civilians killed by police in recent years, an average of237 for nhe 13-
year period 1952 to 1964 and 332 for theS-year period 1965 to 1969. 
Dividing Vittll S((Itist;cs data into more comparable time inll~rvals. 
the increase in civilian deaths remained apparent: an average .of 242 
civilian deaths for the 3-year period 1952 to 1954: and for the 5-year 
periods 1955 to 1959. 1960 to 1964, and 1965 to 1969. the average 
civilian deaths were 147.297. and 332 respectivcly. According to FBI 
data. the number of policc killed has incrcas(~d from Ull avcmge of45 
for the 5-year period 1960 to 1964 to <In averagc of67 for the 5-year 
period 1965 to 1969 and to <In average of 116 for the4-year period 
1970 to 1973. 

Further analysis of the data which Kobler himself collected shc!wed 

Using the threat of death or scvcrc injury (0 a person l\S 

criteria for justifiability of homicide. information on 
about 1.500 incidents form 1960 through 1970 suggests 
that two-fifths of the killings were justifiable. one-fifth 
questionable. and two-fifths unjustifiable. (p. 165) 

The rcmuinder of the article deals with laws and administrative 
rules regarding police use of force. the absence of penalties for officer 
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killings of civilians-coroner's inquest, criminal prosecution and 
trial, and civil suits. 

"Figures (and Perhaps some Facts) on Police 
Killings of Civilians in the United States. 
1965-1969" by Arthur L. Kobler7 

This article contains the findings regarding fatal incidents 
involving police officers from a study on noncriminal homicides. The 
principal data source for these findings was newspaper reports 
provided by clipping services throughout the nation. By writing to 
officers. attorneys. etc., Kobler obtained data which augmented the 
newspaper data. He examined records on civilians killed by police in 
the 5-year period 1965 through 1969, excluding riot-related killings. 
Comparing his totals to Vital Statistics data, Kobler estimated that 
the 911 incidents analyzed represent 70 percent of the total 
occurrences. This comparison also suggested that Kobler's data is 
overrepresentative of Pacific area occurrences. 

Acknowledging that the data are poor and uncertain for statistical 
tests. Kobler presented the following findings: 

The fatal incidents took place most often between9 p.m. and3 a.m. 
(42 percent), on weekends (35 percent). in the last 6 months of the 
year (two-thirds). 

Data on time, day, and month of police officer deaths were 
strikingly similar to that on civilian deaths. 

Three-quarters of the police killings of civilians occurred in urban 
areas, compared with 60 percent for police killed. 

In urban areas, minority group members were 57 percent of the 
citizen victims and 57 percent of the killers of police. 

I n populations areas of 50,000 and smaller, white persons were the 
predominant victims (54 percent) and killers (56 percent). 

For all areas, the racial distribution of victims was white, 43 
percent; Spanish-American, 13 percent; black, 42 percent; other 
(Asian and American Indian), 2 percent. 

Almost half of the persons killed were between the ages of 17 and 
27, with a mean of 29 and a median of 25.5. 

The group of civilians killed were younger than the group of 
civilians who killed police; the latter group had a mean age of 31 and 
median age of 27. " 

The average age of both black and Spanish-American victims was 
27, as compared to an average age of 31 for white victims. 

Prior to the fatal encounter, 30 percent oCthe victims were involved 
in no criminal activity or a misdemeanor; 27 percent were involved in 
property crimes; approximately 20 percent were involved in a 
dangerous felony, most commonly armed robbery; 10 percent were 
threatening others; 7 percent had assaulted others. 

More than 30 percent of the incidents where police officers were 
killed began with a misdemeanor or less. 
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After encountering the police, approximately one-half reportedly 
attacked the police and more than one-fourth were reportedly fleeing 
from the police. 

One quarter of the victims had no weapons; half had a firearm; 15 
percent had a knife or sharp instrument. 

Of the 530 armed victims, 24 percent (125) either killed or injured a 
police officer and almost 60 percent(31 5) used their weapons in other 
menacing ways. 

The racial distribution of the police who killed civilians is white, 89 
percent; black 7 percent; Spanish-American. 4 percent. 

The racial distribution of police killed is white, 86 percent; black, 
II pen:ent; Spanish-American. 3 percent. 

Most of police who killed and were killed by civilians had between 
I and 5 years of police experience and were onduty city patrol 
officers. 

Seventy percent of the officers reportedly approached the subject 
because they saw or suspected a felony; while one-quarter saw or 
suspected a misdemeanor. 

The predominant I'easons for police killing the civilian was defense 
of self from real of imminent danger (more than one-halO and 
prevention of escape of known or suspected felon (more than one
quar~er). 

One quarter of the victims were shot in the back and one-third in 
the head. 

Although there were witnesses to 95 percent of the fatal incidents. 
in only 20 percent were the witnesses independent bystanders as 
opposed to police officers and companions to the victims. 

Sing,Ie-City Data 

"Justifiable Homicides by Police Officers" by 
Gerald D. RobinH 

Robin analyzed 32 cases of police killings of civilians in 
Philadelphia between 1~50 and 1960 (inclusive) to determine their 
justafiability. 

The author reviewed all police killings of criminals in Philadelphia 
from 1950 to 1960 using data obtained from the books of the 
homicide unit of the Plliladelphia Police Department. According to 
Robin. "Extensive records were maintained for each case. detailing 
the circumstances under which the killings occurred. various 
characteristics of the victim-offender. his previous criminal record if 
any, and interviews with witnesses to the homicide as well as friends 
and relatives of the decedent." (p. 226) Additionally. the uuthor 
examined the tes~imony given at the mt!dicui examiner's inquest. 
along with police interviews and reports. to create an accurate picture 
of the events surrounding each killing. 
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Robin collected data on the number of officers who. in the 
performance of their duty. shot and killed a criminal. as well as on the 
number of criminals who were shot and killed: race. age, marital 
status. occupation. instant offense. resistance to arrest. and criminal 
record of victims and offenders; and the time. place. and 
circumstances of the shooting. as well as whether the criminal had 
been warned. 

The author found that42 officers in performance oftheirduty had 
shot and killed 32 criminals: in 23 cases oniy I officer was responsible 
for the killing: 28 victims were black. Although during the time 
period studied. Philadelphia's black popUlation was 22 percent of the 
total popUlation. blacks comprised 30.6 percent of the total arrests. 
37.5 percent of the arrests for Part I serious offenses. and 87.5 percent 
of the deaths by police officers. The rate of black victims killed 
relative to the total black popUlation was found to be 22 times greater 
than the comparable fatality rate among whites. The mean age for 
victims was 27.6 and half of the victims were less than 24 years old. 
The marital status of 27 victims was known to the researcher. Of 
these. I:S were single. 5 were married. 5 were separated, I was 
divorced. and I was a widower. Of the 30 victims about whom 
information could be obtained, 25 had jobs that required "no special 
skills ortraining." Of 32 victims 28 were shot either during the cotirse 
of a crime. immediately after a crime. or in pursuit. Va ri 0 u.s degrees 
to resist an est were used by 25 of thc32 victims. Seven fled from the 
scene of the crime. M ore than 75 percent of the victims had previous 
records: the average number of charges against eac;h individual was 
4.9 for general offenses and 2.1 for Part I offenses. Almost 72 percent 
of the incidents occurred between the hours of 9 p.m. and 9 a.m. 
Finally, in 28 nf the 32 cases the victims were '),Iarned either verbally. 
by gunshot. or by both before they were killed. 

Thc author relies on his findings to conclude that all the killings in 
Philadelphia were justifiable. 

The context within which the killings occurred, the 
serious crimes for which the V-0'5 (victim-offenders) 
were being arrested, their realization of the possible 
CO!1:-JC411cnees of resistance and flight. and the officer's 
reliance upon fatal force as a last resort·· all these things 
make it ckar that criminals killed by police officer!; 
generally are responsible for their own death. (p. 230) 

The Police and Their Use (~I" Falla! Force in ChicG)?o 
by Ralph Knoohuizen. Richard P. Fahey, and 
Deborah .1. Palmer'J 

Knoohllil'.en et al. (1972) sought to determine patterns in the 
conduct of Chicago police toward civilians by examining 79 incidents 
in wnich civilians were killed by police in 1969 and 1970. The study 
sought to analyze the characteristics common 1.0 fatal force incidents 
in Chicago, to determine the extent of use and misuse of police 
firearms. and to determine the degree of accountability for police 
misconduct in Chicago. 
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Data summarizing the incidents were obtained from newspaper 
ciippings. The I ntl!rnational Association of Chiefs of Police provided 
data on Chicago police officer fatalities. Transcripts and 
supplemental information were obtained from the Cook County 
Coroner's Office. 

Knoohuizen et al.. noted several characteristks of the victims of 
Chicago police killings. Although black male citizens comprised 33 
percent of the Chicago population. they accounted for 70.9 percent of 
the fatalities of the incidents studied. Black females accounted for 3.9 
percent of the fatalities. white males 24.0 percent. (Spanish
Americans were tabulated as white American citizens in this 
investigation.) The death rate among blacks, 5.35 per 100.000 was 
found to be approximately 6.3 times greater than the white rate of 
0.86 per 100,000. Although the proportion of black citizens arrested 
was found to be greater (55.4 percent of the arrest population as 
compared to 35.7 percent for white citizens). the death rates adjusted 
for arrest frequencies still indicate that the death rate for black 
citizens in Chicago is about twice that for white citizens. This 
conclusion is consistent with Robin's evidence for Philadelphia 
(/963). 

The analysis also indicated that 62 percent of those killed were 
under 25 years of age. and that those under 25 were twice as likely to 
die from police action than those over 25: 80 percent of the officers 
involved wel:e on duty and 20 percent were off duty: 65 of the 76 cases 
were determined by the coroner to be justifiable homicides: 9 cases 
were determined accidental: I was determined in\,oluntal'\' 
manslaughter: and I was determined murder. . 

On the basis of a subjective review of the newspaper accounts and 
coroner's inquest records for each of the incidents. the researchers 
concluded that in 28 of the 76 incidents investigated (37 percent). 
substantial evidence of misconduct existed. Further. they concluded 
that, in 10 of those 28 cases. there was a substantial liklihood of 
criminal misconduct on the part of the police officers. 

The researchers concluded further that the interdependence of the 
four separate bodies authorized to review incidents in which police 
kill a civilian (police department. State's attorney. coroner. ill1d 
internal amlirs division) comprises effective scrutiny of police use of 
fatal force. The researchers say 

. .. the system for re"iewing police usc of fatal force 
suffers from two defects which combine to compromise 
the integrity of the re"iew process. The agencies in the 
system have H close working rclatillllship. an arrangement 
which precludes independent ~~xamination within the 
system: the review proceedings are conducted almost 
entirely out of "icw of the pUblic. lll1 al'l'lIngel11enl which 
precludes independent examination from withollt.(p. 72) 
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"Killings by ChicHgo Police. 1969 70: An Empirical 
Study" by Richard HHrding and Richard P. 
FHheyl1l 

RichHrd Harding ilnd Richard Fahey cxamined killings by 
Chicago police officers during 1969 Hnd 1970. the same period 
studied bv Knoohuizen el al. Hardin!! Hnd Fahev also criticallv 
analyzed "the Illinois criminal justice ~-;ystem's fllilure to c()ntl"l~1 
questionable police conduct and suggested more effective control 
measures. 

The authors were abll: to investigate 85 killings for which the 
Chicago Police Department Hcknowlcdged responsibility. Sources of 
information included inquest transcripts Hnd other public data. as 
well as police descriptions of the incident, witness testimony, and 
coroner reports. 

The analysis revealed that the death ratt: for Spanish-Americans 
was hight::>t. at 4.5 per 100.000 popUlation: black citi/cns followcd. 
with 2.67 per 100.000 popUlation: and white citi/cns had a 
significantly lower rate of 0.34 pcr 100.000 populHtion. (,lcHriy. the 
dbrarity in death rate:- betwet:n whites and nonwhites is significant. 
The study categorize:- the incidence of felony a rrcst (murder. robbery. 
aggravated assault. and weapons offenses) by race. Black citi/ens 
wen found to account for 73.3 percent of the arrest popUlation for 
the felony offenses and 74.7 percent of the fatality victims. White 
citizens accounted for 19.5 percent of the felony arrests and 19 
percent of the police fatal force victims. Spanish-American citizens 
accounted for 7.2 percent of the arrests and 6.3 percent of the 
fatalities. Finally. the author~ reported that 6X.O percent of those 
arrested for violent crimes were under 24 years of agl~ and that age 
group constitllted 64.6 percent of the citi/ens killed by the police. 
These ~latistics arc similar to other statistic!> comparing arrest and 
fatality (Milton. 1977: Kobler. 1975). 

The authors critici/e the criminaljllslice system's ability to hold 
police accountable for killing citizens for the following reasons: (I) 
The State's attorney is a politician under pressure from his 
constituent to convict criminals and to let police officers do theirjob 
unencumbered: (2) the States attorney is a police officer of sorts 
insofar as he shares polic(: standards: and (3) the function of the 
State's attorney req uires cooperation with the police. thus diluting his 
incentive to prosecute police officers vigorously. 

An Anall'.\is of']4~ Persons Killed hI' .\el\' rork 
City PoiiC'l'm(;n by Betty ./enkins a~d Adrienne 
Faj.,on 

The purpose 01 this study was to determine the number of youths 
21-ycars-old and under who were killed by New York City police 
officers for the vears 1970 to 1973 and to determine in each case the 
victim's age and ethnic origin, the location of the incident. and the 
ethnic origin of the police officer( s) involved. 
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Jenkins and Faison invesligated 24!:i cllses using both the :Ven: 
rork Times newspaper lind the New York Police Department 
firearms, disch.lrge assault reports for supplemellllli information. 
Characteristics recorded from the newspaper source included age and 
ethnic origin of the victim. ethnic origin of the police officer. and 
geographic location of the incident. 

Of the 24X individuals killed by police while involved in alleged 
criminal lIctivity. 73 percent were minmity group members: 52 
percent were black and 21 percent were Hispanic. Only 10 percent 
were white. White police officers killed 96 black and 4 Hispanic 
civilians. Black and Hispanic police officers combined killed only two 
white citizens. Between 1970 and 1973 black officers constituted 6 
percent of the NYPD and killed 9 percent of all black victims of 
police. 1M percent of all Hispanic police ,.ictims. and only4 percent of 
all white polke victims. Similarly. Hispanic police officers were I 
percent of NYPD and accounted for 2 percc:H of the black civilian 
deaths. 6 percent of the Hispanic civilian deaths. and 4 percent of the 
white civilian deaths. 

The majority ofthc slain civilians werc black or Hispanicand wcre 
under 30 ycars of agc. :\early half the incide:lls analY/ed involvcd 
white police officers anda Ia rge pmpllrtion OI:curred in ghetto areas. 
During the period stullied. the number of deaths among blacks 
declined. as did the number of dt'aths allributed to whitc p4ltrol 
officers. bllt Ihi~ phenomenon wa~ at'cllmpanicd by an increase in the 
number of "unknown ethnicity" of ~Iain l'i\i:iiiIlS and il1\'olvc'l 
officers. 

A ."1 lid I' {!( (h(' l'.\'1' {!( Fir('arll/s hI' Philadelphia 
Po/iC'('II/(,II/hulI 19m Ihrollgh 197-1 prepared by tht' 
Public Inlerest I.aw ('cntcr Ill' Philadelphia 
(PII.(,OP)'~ 

In1975. the Public I merest I.a\\ ('t~llIerofPhiladeiphia( PI 1.('01') 
invcstigated 236 inddents of polke USt' III' fireanm 1'111' the 5-year 
period 1970 10 1974. According III Ihe authors. Iht' sludy was 
intl'llllcd 10 prm'ide an on:r\,it'\\ of the usc Ill' lkadly forcc h~ 
Philadelphia poliCf.~ IIfficcrs. 

Researchers scanned ne\\ spapl'!' a rt ide!'> fr(lm the flltu' majllr 
Philadelphia papers: thl' I'hi/tldC'II'hia IIIl/uir!'/,. thl' BullC'(in tht' 
/)ail.l' .\'/,11'.1'. and thc rrihulI!' for fatal int'idl'l1I~ im ol\ing thc plllicl'. 
Information recorded included the names of ~~iti/ens and police 
officers. race. juvcnile status if applicable. pre\'ious record if 
applicable. and duty status of IIfficcr. Otht'r factors includcd localillll 
Ill' l'irt'llmstances. falality or iniur~·. Iype nl' lTinll'. \'ktilll arllled lll' 

IIna rmcd. 1'L':;istance to a ITt'sl ( \iet i 111 flcei ng or t'onfrol1la t ion), \ict im 
~h\lt during (II' after l'onfrllnl:ttion. accidental Ill' inlelltillnal 
shoHting, type and nl1mhc!' of \'I.~rhal \\:lI:nings. 

Researchers ':Illlectt'd data lin each variahle for each \'Car sludied 
and aggregated the dala for 01115 years. rhe rl'searl'llcrs f;ltlllli that, of 
Ihe 236 incident~ discovered. I ~6 victims \\nt' arrlll'd. and 52 nfthr:sl' 
armcd \ ictims Wt'rl' ~illed. Of those ~hol. mllst (ot I) \\crt' in the at't (If 
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committing or had committed armed robbery. One hundred fi\'e of 
the 126 armed victims allegedly confronted the police. Regarding the 
105 who confronted the police. 88 victims were shot during the 
confrontation and 17 were shot after the confrontation. Among the 
126 armed \'ictims. 45 allegedly fled. 15 of whom were killed. 'fhere 
were 10 juvenile armed \'icti ms. Off-d uty police officers were invol\'ed 
in 21 of the 126 incidents involving (Inned suspects. 

Simlarl\'. from 1970 to 1974. 110 of 236 incidents involved 
unarmed victims: 29 were killed. 39 "allegedly confronted the police." 
and 64 allegedly fled. Of the 64 unarmed Ileeing victims. 15 victims 
were killed. Off-duty police officers wae involved in 25 unarmed 
incidents. The greatest number of unarmed \'ictims were accused of 
burglar\,. There wen: 22 unarmed ju\'enile victims. The discussion 
and~amllysis include both the aggregate data and the year-by-year 
statistics. 

The study made several conclusions. First. use of fatal force 
appeared to be worsening in the time period studied. Thirty-six 
incidents occurred in 1970.30 in 1971.45 in 1972.55 in 1973. and 70 in 
1974. From 1973 to 1974 ~hootings by police officers increased 27.3 
percent. Of the civilians shot. 65.7 percent were wounded and 34.3 
percent were killed. Off-duty police involvement appears ~o be 
~ignificant. Off-duty officers accounted for 19.5 percent of the 
shootings during the 5-year period. Of the victims. 53.4 percent were 
armed. A significant proportion (14.3 percent) of the \'ictihl~ 
commited no crime. Finally. the review proce!is appears to be 
inadeljuate. Of 170 incidents from 1970 to 1974. only6(3.5 percent) 
of the cases were formally brought before the attention of the re\'iew 
board and in all circumstances the officers' actions \\ere \ indicated. 

The re!-'earchcrs cite 73 police officers identified in the PILCOP 
police cross-reference record:. of incidents of alleged mi:.conduct. 
They condemn the police departml!nt for it~ failure to discipline 
officer!> \\ho the researchers allege have misued a firearm. They call 
for a di~cussion bet\\een the police department and the community of 
the problems which were outlinl!d in the report in order to resolve 
the~e problems. 

"Shots Fired: An Examination of :-';ew York City 
Police Firearms Discharges" by James Joseph 
Fyfe. 'l 

In his study of firearms discharges by New York City police. Fyfe 
pursues three research objectives: (I) To describe the phenomenon; 
(2) to analyze the effect of direct organizational interventions upon 
shooting discretion; and (3) to analyze the effects of indirectly related 
organizational variables on police shootings. Fyfe's data sources 
included New York City Police Department (NY P I) records of all 
reported incidents between January 1,1971, and December31.1975. 
involving discharges of police firearms and; or assaults on police by 
persons who were armed with deadly weapons or dangerolls 
instruments and who inflicted serious physical injury 011 police 
officers; and NYPD personnel records including characteristics of 
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involved officers. The data analyzed arc not a sample. but rather the 
total population of shooting incidents and "officer shooters" in the 
NYPD over a 5-year period. 

Fyfe employed a modified form of the department's Firearms 
Discharge;, Assault Report (FDAR) to conduct incident-specific 
analyses. To conduct officer-specific analyses. he used a second form 
for each officer who had reported discharging a firearm and or being 
the subject of Cl serious assault. 

Although Fyfe also examined animal shootings Clnd suicides. this 
summary concerns his analysis of shootings involving "opponents." 
the main concern of his study. I n analyzing shooting incidents 
involving opponents. Fyfe found that the primary police officer was 
on duty in uniform in 52.1 perccnt: the primary police officer was on 
duty in civilian clothes in 26.4 percent: Clnd the primary police officer 
was off duty in 21.5 perccnt. 

Fyfe confirmed a hypothesis that the geographic distribution of 
firearms discharge' assault incidcnts over New York City's police 
precincts correlate closely with general "policc hazard rates" for 
precincts (NYPD equation consisting of measures gauging the need 
for uniform pcrsonnel-reported indoor and olltdoor crimes of 
violence and ClII complaints). He concluded that New York City. like 
Los Angelcs. is composed l)f a few "free fire lones" and scyeral 
"slecpy hollows" (Farrell. 1977. p. 72). 

After examining the variClbles of age and rucc of opponents in 
police shooting incidents. Fyfc concludcd 

... whilc police shooting opponents arc generally young 
and a greater proportion of the Black population is 
young. Black males in ClII age groups arc considerably 
more liClblt.' to become police shooting opponcnts th:1Il :Ire 
lhcir White Hispanic contcmporarics. 

Of thc 2.149 opponents whosc race and age were rcportcd. 51 perccnt 
were 23 or younger. Of I J!7X shooting oppont.'nts of all ages. 19.2 
percent were white. 57.X percent were black. and 22.9 pcrcent were 
Hispanic. 

Alsll in thc scctilHl of the research relatcd 10 racc and age of 
opponents. Fyfc concluded that the disproportionate numbcr of 
blacks among police shooting opponents is explaincd by tlte largcr 
number of black opponents rcportcd Iy a rl11ed wit h guns and in\'ol\,ed 
in robbcrics. Of the black opponcnts. 61 pef(.'cnt were armcd wilh 
handguns. machine guns. rillcs. lH' shotguns. as compared with 53.7 
percent of the Hispanic and 35.4 pcrcent of thc white opponents. 
Further. 45.X percent of the black opponents wcre reportedly 
inyolvt~d in robberies as a rm:l'ipitating cvcnt. comparcd with 26.3 
percent of the Hispanil' and 2.1.4 perccnt of the whitc opponents. 

AIlllther intercsting finding Clllll.'eJ'JlS the mcl.' of llPlllHlents in 
shooting incidents whcre thl' policc llfficcrs Wl're injurcd M killed. 
Police officers wcre injurcd in 16.6 perccnt of the Cilcounters with 
black opponcnls. 

proportilHlillly morc officers arc injlll'ed in 
encounter~ with Whitcs (22.X percent) lH" lIispanics( 18.0 
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percent). Proportionally more officers are killed in the 
Ii!!\! of duty by 81acks (1.2 percent) than Whites (.8 
per.:ent) or by Hispanics (.7 percent). (p. 137) 

After examining the relationship between the sex of police 
Shooting opponents lmd the type of incident, Fyfe concluded 

I. Firearms Discharge Assault Incidents involving 
female opponents are significantly more often precipi
tated by non-crime related events than are those involving 
male opponents. 
2. The most severe consequences of Firearms Discharge 
Assault I ncidents involving lone female opponents are 
generated by confrontation between off-duty officers and 
females with whom these officers have been picviously 
acquainted. (p. 158) 

Fyfe found that most of the fcms.!e opponents were involved in 
incidents along with male opponenis and that no shooting incident 
precipitated by a robbery or burglary involved a lone female 
opponent. 

In analyzing officer race and police shootings. Fyfe tested and 
affirmed the hypothesis that black and Hispanic officers have a 
higher rate of involvement in police shooting than white officers. The 
shooting rates of black. H bpanic. and white officers were 207 per 
1.000. 177.5 per 1.000. and 114 per 1.000 respectively. 

In an effort to explain these rates. Fyfe concluded 

. .. that the major reason for the disproportionate 
shooting rate of on-duty black and Hispanic police 
officers and detectives is their disproportionate assign
ment to department units and those areas of the city in 
which the likelihood of police shooting is greatest. (p. 190) 

Further, Fyfe found that minority officer~ seem to become involved 
in a disproportionate number of off-duty shootings because they 
reside in high hazard precincts in greater proportions than do while 
officers. 

More than four in ten Black and Hispanic off-duty 
shooters (49.7 and 40.0 percent, respectively) reside in A 
Precincts. while only one in twenty (5.7 percent) of our 
White shooters do. (p. 211) 

Fyfe attempted to measure the impact of direct organizational 
interventions on police shooting incidents. Examining the Firearms 
Discharge Review Board (FOR B), Fyfe found that 70.8 percent of 
FDR8's 2,155 dispositions and findings were "within law and 
department guidelines." 

Fyfe hypothesized that negative FDRB dispositions and findings 
would be greatest among incidents which officers initiated and off
duty incidents. especially those occurring outside of the city or in bars 
and grills. Fyfe's findings affirmed the hypothesis with the exception 
of the impact of incidents occurring in bars and grills. Incident~ 
involving proactive uniformed officers resulted in administrative 
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action or criminal charges with greater frc4ucncy Ihan did incidents 
involving eithcr reactive uniformed officcrs. or reactive and proactivc 
plaindothes officers. Off-duty, out of thc city incidents resulted in 
negative FDRB dispositions and findings 70 percent of time. as 
compared with 37.8 percent off-duty incidcnts within the city and 
26.4 percent for ond uty incidcnts within the city. I nddents involving 
off-duty officers within thc city in bars and grills did not result in 
more fre4ucnt FDRB negative dispositions and findings. 

Another interesting finding is tlH~ null effect of prior shooting 
history on the FDR B disposition and findings. Of the incidents 
involving officers with prior shootings. 73 percent were found to be 
"within guidelines" as compared to 70.5 percent of the incidents 
involving officers with no prior shooting history. 

In another research section. Fyfe analYl.cd thc impact on shooting 
frequencies of··T.O.P. 237." a dcpartment ordcr which established 
:'II Y P J) shooting guidelines and administmtive review procedurcs. He 
found a 29.9 percent decrease in the weekly mcan of officcrs reportcd 
discharginL! their firearms afler the issuance ofT.O.P. 237. He found 
important changes in officers' reported reasons for discharging 
firearms; the percentage of "defense of life" shootings increased and 
both the weekly mean and percentage of"prewnt terminate crime" 
shootings decreased. The weekly means of officers lind opponents 
wounded ,\I1l1 killed also decreased after the issuance ofT.O.P. 237. 

After examining the change in narcoti,,'s enforcement policy. from 
"Buy and Bust" operations to lengthy investig.nions of "higher-ups." 
Fyfe concludes that th~ fllrmeroperation"heightt!ns the potential for 
violent confrontation bt!lWt!en narcotics officers and their low~st 
level cli~llIde ... , " (p. 344) 

Fyfc says that ;\ew York City polic~ shooting incidents involving 
confrontations occur mostlv at night in inner-cit\· areas and with 
fairly c4lUtl fre4uency in ~u/l1nw; and winter. Fyfe finds "that 
'robberies' arc the modal precipitant of ;\ew York City police 
shootings .... " (p. 500) H~ attempts to generalize about the officers 
involved in police shooting incidents. Looking at officer mnk. Fyfe 
st.lles: ..... police supervisors fire their guns far less oftcn than do 
thcir subordinatcs: when thcv do firc their guns. howcver. thev arc 
involved in circumstances ver\' similar to those which characterizc 
shooting by non-supcf\'isory ·officers." (p. 422-24) He finds that 
minority police officers. uniformed and plainclothes. are more oftcn 
victims and aggressors in police shooting incidents than are white 
officers. Analp.ing police officer shooter chamcteristics by rate of 
opponent fatality. Fyfe concludes that black plainsclothes officers 
arc involved twice as oftcn as black uniformed. white. and Hispanic 
uniformed and plainclothes officers. The FDR B disposition and 
findings show that shooting incidents involving white. black. and 
Hispnnic officers arc found to b~ justifiablc in cxpected proportions. 

In discussing opponents involved in police shootings, Fyfe offers 
us the modcl opponent-~-a lone black male between 21 arid 29 yenrs 
old. Fyfe finds als(i tlmt white. blnck. nnd Hispnnic opponents arc 
most often shot in neighborhoods inhabiled by their own race nnd 
titat the shootings arc overwhelmingly intraracial. He finds further 



that 

Minority opponents-especially Blacks-are far more 
often armed with guns when they confront the police than 
are Whites. Concomitantlv. we find blacks are far more 
often in the company of others in these situations: that 
lone H ispanics.who are generally older than most of our 
lypes. frequently employ knives against pol;ce; and that 
Whites are frequently involved in situations in which they 
employ vehicles to assualt and· or flee from police. (p. 
483) 

The wide range of data and findings in the Fyfe study are 
attributable to the unique research opportunity of the open access to 
NYPD data. 

The Use of Deat'~\' Force By Boston Police 
Personnel prepared by Planning and Research 
Division, Boston Police Departmentl~ 

In this report. the Planning and Research Division of the Boston 
Police Department endeavored objectively to review the' policies. 
rules, and regulations governing application of deadly force by its 
members. As a part of this effort. 210 Boston police firearms 
discharges during the period 1970 to 1973 were studied. 

Although not all firearm discharges reports were available. 
researchers examined 37 from 1970.62 from 1971,70 from 1972, and 
41 from 1973. For analysis purposes. researchers categorized the 210 
discharges as follows: 102 at a fleeing felon, 74 at an assailant, and 34 
miscellaneous. The offenses which most frequently precipitated 
~hooting at fleeing felons were breaking and entering. 31.4 percent; 
robbery. 18 percent; and auto theft, 15.7 percent. I n the fleeing felon 
category. 57 of the 102 discharges were actually directed at the 
suspect. 40 of these discharges were "for assistance." and 5 were 
warning shots. I n the fleeing felon group, 21.6 percent apparently 
were armed with deadly weapons. 

Of the 74 shooting incidents resulting from assault and battery on a 
police officer. the most frequent initial violations were larceny 
;: usually of an auto), 25.7 percent; traffic violations, 20.3 percent; ilnd 
robberies, 13.5 percent. Analysis revealed that of the 74 incidents. the 
type of weapons used by assailants were automobile, 44.6 percent; 
firearm, 27.0 percent; knife, 21.6 percent; and physical force, 5.4 
percent. 

Of the 34 miscellaneous shooting incidents, 32.4 percent involved 
assault, without battery, against a police officer, and 26.5 percent 
were "accidental discharges." 

Another interesting finding is that "Those shooting incidents that 
involved suspects resulted in 78 being captured uninjured, another43 
being wounded, and 5 fatalities. A total of 58 suspects escaped. "( p. 9) 

The report also reviewed firearm discharge policies and review 
procedures in Boston and other large cities departments, as well as 
provided a legal prospective on the issue of police use of deadly force. 
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Multiple City Data 

Peace Officer Inl'o/I'('(/ Homicides ill Ca/((omia, 
1971-1972 prepared by Bureau of Criminal1 ustice 
Statistics, Division of Law Enforcement, California 
Department of Justice l5 

This study was conducted at the request of a California legislative 
committee examining the use of deadly force in law enforcement. The 
study's data sources included polke summary reports, the California 
Department of Public Health's Vital Statistics files. and newspaper 
clippings. 

The first set of findings concerns peace officers slain by criminal 
offenders: 14 in 1971 and 6 in 1972: 19 were white: 13 were under 35 
years of age: all were shot to death. 12 by handguns. 

The report analyzes 169 homicides by police in 1971 and 1972. 
Sixty-six percent of the police homicides and 62.5 percent of the 
felony crimes occurred in southern California. as compared with 14.8 
and 23.0 percent of the San Francisco Bay Area. 

The report also contains a brief but intercliting discussion of the 
difficulties the researchers cncountered in the data. Onlv 55 cases 
were correctly reported in both police summaries and vitai statistics. 
The vital statistics included 28 that were missing from police 
summaries. There were 68 reported in both sources but nOl ascribed 
to police operations in the vital statistics. The researchers conclude 
that "dependence on a single source would result in a sizable 
underestimate of t he problem." (p. 2) As a result of this find ing. the 
Bureau of Crimirml.lustice Statistics instilllted procedures to ensure 
reliable future counts. 

Examining the cause of killings by police. the researchers report 
that 70 percent follow assaults on the police and that the largest 
percentage of those assaults occurred during misdemeanor 
investigations. Patrol activities account for 75 percent of the "police 
homicides" and detective operations 15 perceni. 

Findings regarding the circumstances surrounding suspect deaths 
show thHt they occur most frequently during hours of darkness (42 
percent occur hctween 9 p.m. and 3 .1.111.). More than one-third took 
place ollldoors. Most of the slain suspects were shot with rcvolvers 
and suffen~d hetween one and three \\'Olrn~s. 

Finally. analysis (If the consequences of the "police homicides" 
shows thut in ~2.2 percent of the incidents there was no legal action 
lind that "the onl\' suhstantial bod\' of actions were civil suits. which 
were filed in I] percent of the clls·es." (p. 2) 

111£' Po/in' ullci 111£'il' i·.H' (i Fuw/ Fo/'c£' ill Clri('(Jgo 
hy RlIlph Knoohui/en. Richard P. Fahey. lind 
Dehorah .I. PlIhlll'r lh 

The Chicago Study Group's repnrt included a comparison of 
police killings of civilians in Chicago with killings in four ot her majlll' 
cities Philadelphia. New York. I.os Angeles. and Detroit. 

Chicago ranked first in the rate of citil.en fatalities per hundred 
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thousand population: 42 percent greater than the next city. 
Philadelphia. Chicago also ranked first in the rate of civilian deaths 
per 1.000 officers. second in the rate of civilian deaths per 20.000 
arrests, and second in the rate of officer deaths per 1.000 officers. (See 
Table 4) 

TABLE 4 

RATIO OF CIVILIAN DEATHS FROM POLICE 
ACTIONS TO POPULATION. ARRESTS. AND OFFICERS IN 

FIVE LARGE U.S. CITIEs-JULY 1970-MARCH 1971 

Number of Death Rate Dcath Rate 
Civilians per 100.000 per 20.000 

City Killed Population Arrests 

New York 21 0.27 0.79 

Chicago 32 0.95 1.21 

Los Angeles 8 0.28 0.32 

Philadelphia 13 0.67 1.28 

Detroit 4 0.26 0.25 

Police Use of DeacJ/r Force bv Catherine H. 
Milton. Jeanne Wah! Halleck. James Lardner. and 
Gary L. Albrecht. 17 

Civilian Death 
Rate per 1.000 

Officers 

0.66 

2.5.'l 

1.18 
1.67 

0.77 

Milton et ai, investigated police use of deadly force in seven cities: 
Birmingham, Ala., Detroit, Mich., Indianapolis, Ind., Kansas City, 
Mo., Oakland, Calif., Portland, Ore., and Washington, D.C. The 
study was conducted to raise issues and identify factors police 
administrators should consider in developing or reformulating 
department policies about the use of deadly force, specifically 
firearms. 

In each of the seven cities, the res~archers examined the record of 
shootings by police officers over a period of time, ranging from I .5 
years in Detroit to 3 years in Kansas City. Data sources included (1) 
review of shooting incident reports, (2) department regulations, (3) 
procedures for the use of firearms, and (4) patrol car ride~along 
observations. 

U sing an aggregate sample of 320 shootings from the 7 cities, the 
researchers present several interesting findings: 

96 (30 percent) were fatal shootings. 

308 (98 percent) of the subjects shot by the police were known to be 
male. 

168 (58 percent) of the shooting victims were between the ages of 19 
and 29. 

79 percent of all shooting victims were black. 

57 percent of civilians shot were armed, 45 percent with guns. 
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102 (32 percent) of the precipitating incidents were disturbance 
calls; 66 (21 percent) were robberies. 

55 (17 percent) of the shooting incidents involved off-duty officers 
and 58 (18 percent) involved onduty plainclothes officers. 

Almost 92 percent of shooting incidents in all cities except Detroit 
were found to be justified. 

There is no consistent relationship between shooting rates and 
changes in index and violent crime rates. 

A comparison of the circumstances surrounding the shootings of 
civilians and police fatalities shows that, although robberies 
constitute a high-risk situation for both groups, disturbance calls 
constitute a greater risk. 

Shooting rates varied from a high in Birmingham to a low in 
Portland. (Sre Table 5) 

TABLE 5 

RATES OF POLICE SHOOTINGS OF CIVILIANS. 1974 

Rate of Rate of 
Shootings Shootings 

City and Number of Per 100.000 Number or- Per 1.000 
Population Shootings People Officers Officers 

Portland 
(378.134) 6 1.6 714 4.2 

Washington. D.C. 
(733.801 ) 40 5.5 4,937 6.0 

Indianapolis 
(509.000t) 28 5.5 1.110 7.2 

Oakland 
(345.880) 10 2.9 722 9.6 

Kansas City 
(487.799) 10 2.1 1.310 12.2 

Detroit 
( 1.386.817) 77 5.6 5.575 21.8 

Birmingham 
(295.686) 2S 8.5 637 25.0 

!Th~ figure refers to police district population. 

"Figures are derived from 1973 l:CR report and 1973 police data from seven sample cities. 

The study presents the statutory and common law history of police 
use of dead Iv force. as well as new codes such as the Model Penal 
Code. The a'uthors discuss the diversity of internal policies and in 
strictness of policy guidelines. and use brief case studies to define 
circum::tances which may justify the use of force. Among other 
recommendations. the authors recommend monitoring and altering 
personnel policies to identify violence-prone officers. developing a 
firearm policy which stresses lise only in self-defense. defense of 
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others. apprehension of potentially dangerous felons if no other 
lesser means are available and if there is no significant risk to 
innocent bystanders (Basic Model Penal Code Approach); 
prohibiting firing at moving vehicles; prohibiting display or drawing 
of firearms unless dangerous circumstances warrant; developing 
specific policies for the lise of shotguns and long guns; developing 
specific guidelines for off-duty police officers; providing extended 
firearms training for all officers; requiring immediate reporting to the 
radio dispatcher for any use of weapon: establishing rotating firearm 
review boards. separate from the department's internal affairs 
division and empowered to call civilian witnesses to establish the 
propriety of police conduct; and administering punishment based on 
the particulars of the case. 

"Varieties of Police Policy: A Study of Police Policy 
Regarding the Use of Deadly Force in Los Angeles 
County" by Gerald F. Uelman lK 

Uelman's purpose is to extend the debate about the most effective 
means of controlling police behavior from preoccupation with 
external methods of control; i.e .• evidentiary exclusionary rules and 
civil tort liability. Toward this end. Uelman proposes a study of the 
formulation. promulgation. and enforcement of police policy 
regarding the use of deadly force in the 50 independent police 
departments in the Los Angeles metropolitan area. 

The methodology used in this study had four stages: (I) extensive 
interviews with chiefs of police or other designated administrative 
police officials regarding use of deadly force policy formulation and 
its interpretation and enforcement in five hypothetical situations (all 
within justifiable homicide provisions of California Penal Code); (2) 
review of written policies; (3) statistics regarding the characteristics 
and dispositions of all firearm discharges for the 2 year period, 1970 
to 1971; and (4) interviews with three police officers in selected 
departments, using the same five hypothetical situations presented to 
chiefs and administrative officials to test the officers' familiarity with 
policy and reactions to typical stress situations. 

U elman discusses at length the relationship of police policy to state 
laws regulating the use of deadly force and the resulting disparity 
among police departmental guidelines in Los Angeles County. In 
order to analyze department policy in greater depth, Uelrnan 
categorized the chiefs' of police and administrative officials' 
responses to the five hypothetical situations into five levels of 
restrictiveness. This categorization shows no patterns when levels of 
restrictiveness are compared with department size and character of 
the community. A slight tendency for more restrictive policies 
appears in categories of cities with higher collective arrest rates. but 
the relationship is suspect because of wide disparity among the 
individual cities' arrest rates. Uelman therefore concludes that the 
diversity in the chiefs' of police personal philosophies is the major 
factor which accounts for the wide disparity in policy. That police 
chiefs heavily influence the policy formulation process was evidenced 
by two of Uelman's findings: (I) the departments with the fewest 
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changes in policy wert' administered by chiefs with relative longevity; 
and conversely. (2) the most frequent explanation for a change in 
policy was the appointment of a new chief. 

Uelman goes to great lengths to describe the processes of 
formulation. promulgation. interpretation. and enforcement of 
department policy regarding police use of deadly force. Porthe latter 
process of enforcement of deadly force policy. Uelman examined 
statistical information on police shooting incidents found to be 
outside of policy. Twelve percent of the shootings that occurred 
countrywide during 1970 and 19"H were declared outside policy. 
There did not seem to be much correlation between category of 
restrictiveness of department policy and the rate of shootings outside 
of policy. Analysis of disciplinary actions revealed infrequent 
disposition of severe sanctions for officers involved in shootings 
outside of policy. In the 2-year period. only one officer was referred 
for criminal prosecmici'i, two officers were discharged. two were 
suspended. nine were ~eprimanded; and four received no discipline. 
The r~asons for the infrequent imposition of severe sanctions include 
the following: severe discipline is reserved for incidents with most 
serious consequences. such as wounding or killing of a suspect by a 
police officer. Also cited were Iluch bureaucratic difficulties as the 
evidentiary requirements of the possible civil service board appeal. 
The final reason given was "the specter of civil Iiabili~y." 

In an effort to assess the effectiveri~ss of department policy in 
controlling police behavior. Uelman conducted a series oi 
comparisons of statistics on firearm discharges and officer reactions 
to hypothetical stress situations. The results were inconsistent. 

The statistical data reflected a direct relationship between 
the restrictiveness of policy and the number of actual 
shooting incidents: the hypothetical testing. however, 
while disclosing a strong relatir!;~ship betwe~n the 
officer's perception of policy and his reaction to 
hypothetical situations, did not reOect a relationship 
between the actual policy and the officer's reaction. (p. 44) 

In an effort to explain this inconsistency, Uelmen analyzed 1970 and 
197 I statistical information on the breakdown of firearm discharges 
related to self-defense or fleeing felons as either within or outside 
department policy. He found a strong correlatiott between 
restrictiveness of policy and the rate of firearm discharges per 
thousand fdony arrests. The departments in the least restrictive 
categories head twice the rate ofthe departments in the most restrictive 
category. 

Uelmen also found great disparity in perception of department 
(Iolicy regarding US~ of deadly for:;e among officers in the same 
department, a!, weli as disparity between officers' and chiefs' 
perceptions. However. most of the officers' reactions to the 
hypothetical si'!uations coincided with their perceptions of 
department polky. Givellthe vast distortion of perceptions of policy, 
the departmentt; with the most restriclive policies had more officers 
responding that they would shoot in the hypothetical situations than 
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departments with less restrictive policies. 
Analysis of officer characteristics had interesting results: Older. 

more experienced and less educated officers responded that they 
would shoot in the hypothetical situations less often than their 
younger, less experienced, and more educated colieagues. 

~n conclusion. Uelmen describes the diversity in police policy 
regarding the lise of deadly force. a differenc(. he believes can be 
measured in human lives. Also of concern to Uelmen is the disp .. rity 
in interpretation of policy within individual departments, In response 
to these problems. Uelmen recommends a Policy Appraisal Review 
Board "empowered to establish statewide policy governing the use of 
force by police officer!., and to enforce that policy through 
investigations. hearings. c:nd a wide range of administrative 
sanctions ... (p. 63) The envisioned result of the establishment of such 
a board would be policy uniformity and control of individual 
discre~ion. 

"Justifiable Homicides by Police" by Gerald D. 
Robinl~ 

Robin also conducted multiple city analyses. He requested 
comparative data on homicides from 17 selected cities and was able to 
analyze d.na from 9 cities that responded. along with data from 
Philadelphia. 

Using the information obtained from the 9 responding cities. the 
author found that the median age or the victim was 28. and 61.7 
percent were black. 

Robin presents data on the citizen death rate by city(tabk6). the 
distribution of justifiable police homicides by city (Table 7). 
justifiable police homicides per 10.000 officers (T able 8). and average 
annual rate of officers responsible for deaths of criminals per 10.000 
officers by city (Table 9). 

TABLE 6 

RATES OF BLACK AND WHITE DECEDENTS. BY CITY 

Blmck White B:W Ratio 

Rates per 
City 1.000.000 Pop. 

Akron 16.1 2.7 S.8 to I 

Chicago 16.1 2.1 7.410 I 

Kansas City, Mo. 17.0 2.2 7.S to I 

Miami 24.4 2.7 8.8 to I 

Buffalo 7.1 .S 12.210 I 

Philadelphia S.4 .2 21.9 to I 

Boston 3.2 .1 2S.2 10 1 

Milwaukee 13.S .4 29.S to 1 
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The author concludes that there are the followi,lg major certain 
tn'nds: The death rate for blacks killed by polic'; officers is 6 to 20 
times greaterthan the ratefor whites in the 10 ma Jorcities studied; the 
victims werc overwhelmingly male and relativel) young. Cities varied 
greatly with respect to death rates. 

TABLE 7 

DISTRIRUTION OF JUSTlHI\ULE HOMlClDf:S RY CITIES 
AND AVERAGE RAn r'ER 1.000.000 

.1.1'.11. CilY 19S5 Pnp. 1950.{)() 

IInsllln 7-19..120 .1 
Buffalll 556.-145 7 
Mil"auk~~ 6:~9.3511 10 
Philadciphia 2.037.0511 .12 
Washing1l1n. D.C 7113.067 26 
Cincinna1i 

Kal1~a~ Ci1y. M,). 
.·\krlln 

Chic:lg,) 

Miami 

l'i1~' 

1I1)~hlll 

lIufl'alll 

MilwOIuk,'" 

l'hilad~lphm 

\\' •• ~hingilln, I).C 

C"'hlca!!,, 

Cincinnall 

Ka",a~ l'i1~. Mil. 
Miami 

;\hun 

511.1.27-1 2.1 
-IM.OIIO 23 
2112.4711 1-1 

J.5I1S.61!.! 191 
270.-IH2 21 

TARLE H 

.fl1SI'lFIARU: POII('l: UO~t1CII)f' PER 
IU.OOO OFFI(,FRS 
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l'lllic~ 
Fllrc,·· 
( 1955) 

2HJ5 
12N) 

Itt.15 

-171'1.1 

225.1 

7720 

11-11, 

!W.1 

-1911 

26S 

X ,\nnu:.1 
Ral~ p~r 
1.000.000 

Annual 
Ra1~ p,'" 

IO,()OO 
Officers 

1.05 

-1.76 

5.5li 

6.0/l 

IO.M 
:!2.5.1 

2-1.S2 
.15.-1 I 

'\S.15 

-IIUO 

I'np. 

.-10 

1.07 

1 .. 12 
1.-12 

3.06 

-1.17 

-1.50 

.jJ,0 

-1.115 
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TABLE 9 

AVER .. \GE ANNUAL RATE OF OFFICERS RESPONSIBLE 
FOR DE.~THS OF CRIMIN,\LS PER 10,000 OFFICERS, 

BY CIT'( 

Cit~ 

Boston 
Buffalo 

Milwaukee 
Philadelphia 
Washington. D.C. 

Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Kansas City. Mo. 

Miami 
.. \kron 

Conclusion 

Rate 

1.41 

6..14 

7.33 
7.76 

I.J.7S 
19.66 

.U.09 

4:.21 

50.2() 

63.43 

The studies reviewed in this article provide consensus on at least a 
few conclusions. They concur that the number of civilian deaths by 
legal intervention of the police is increasing and that the death rates 
for blacks and Hispanics remain disproportionate to the numbers of 
blacks and Hir.panics in the general population. They generally 
acknowledge that most police shootings of civilians occur at night in 
urban ghetto areas and involve white, onduty patrol officers and 
minority male civilians between the ages uf 19 and 29. However. the 
studies provide several opposing explanations of the rising number of 
fatal shootings and the disproportionate number of black and 
Hhpanic victims. 

Fyfe and Velman seem to believe that the dangerousnpss of the 
police job explains the increased number of civilian deaths, pointing 
to increas~d numbers offelony crimes. Fyfe cites the large proportion 
of shooting opponents in his New York City study who were armed 
with guns or knives at the: time of the irlcident. On the other hand, 
Takagi and Robin seriously question the assumption of danger in the 
police job. Robin noted that the fatality rate for law enforcement is 
lower than the rates for such occupations liS mining. transportation, 
agriculture, and construction. Takagi found no upward trend in 
police death rates to accompany the upward trend in civilian rates. 

Fyfe suggests that the disp:'oportionate number of blacks shot in 
New York City is caused by the fetct that a larger number and 
proportion of blacks th~n whites and Hispanics i;lVolved in the 
shooting incidents were armed and/ or participating in robheriesand. 
therefore, presented the greatest danger to police. Milton ct al.. 
explain that although the percentage of black shooting victims is 
disproportionately high in comparison with percentages of blacks in 
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the total population. that percentage corresponds to black arrest 
rates for Index crimes. Harring et al.. took issue with the Milton 
explanation, citing the continuously climbing black dvilian death 
rate in comparison with a st~ady rate for whites. The findings of 
Takagi (1974). Robin (1963). and Kno()hui~en et al (1972) also 
contr~.jict the Mihon explanation. Takagi found that blacks made 
up 38 percent of the arrests for major1:rimes but 51 percent of the 
civilian deaths. Even more stark a difference WilS reported by Robin. 
who found thilt blacks accounted for 30.6 percent of the total arrests 
and 37.5 percent of the arrests for I ndcx crimes. but 87.5 percent of 
the civilian deaths. Similarly. Knoohui .. en et al. reported that the 
death rate for bl;.cks. adjusted for arrest frequencies. indicates that it 
is twice the adjusted mte for whites. The Hardinget al.. analysis of the 
same data analyzed by K noohui/en disputes the K noohuizen finding. 
Harding rcported tlwt the pcrcentages of black. Hispanic. and white 
fclony arrests mirror the respectivc percentages of black. Hispanic. 
and whitc civiliiln deaths. 

An intcresting and perhaps importil"t finding in the PILCOP. 
Knoohuizen ct al.. Milton ct al.. ilnd Fyfe studies in the significant 
it;",olvelllent of off-dUly polic~~ officers in shooting incidents. These 
studies reportcd that between J 7 and 20 percent of the officers 
involved were off dlllv at the time of the incident. Fvfe and Milton et 
al. also reported significant involvement in shooting incidents by 
onduty plainclothes officers. 

Another interesting finuing reported in both the Jenkim ilnd 
Faison und the Fyfe studies was the higher rille of illvlllwment in 
shooting incidents by black and Uispanic police officers as compared 
with white officers although hhlcks were involved in a significantly 
lower nllmber. Fyfe offcred <IS explaniltion for the disproportionate 
involvement of black and Hbpanic police officers in shootings their 
(:orresponding disproportionate assignment to and residence in high 
h,Wlrd geographical arells. 

Generally. thc studies rc\'iewed found that there was uSlIillly no 
legal Hction in relation to police shootings. (Fyfe. 1975: Milton ct al.. 
1977: Californiil Department of Justice. 1974: 1Ilcrnan. 1973: and 
I'II.(,OP. 1974). Furthl'r. Fyfcand lIc1rniinilttcmpted 10 meHsurethc 
impact of restrictive police department policy rcgarding the usc of 
deadly for!:c and concluded that restrictive policies accompanied by 
strong enfOl'Cl'ment did reduce the incidel1l'e of policc shootings. 

Thl' studics rl'\'iewcd in this :trticle pnwide analyses of the 
ehamelcristics of police shooling incidents. ilS well as police 
departlllcnt and gcneral criminal justice Systl'l11 re~ponses 10 the 
incidents. The ,lIlalyscs gin- S(lIlle insight in I hc national scope llf the 
problem lind understanding Ihe sJlecifi~: siluatiolls in sclected cities. 
The ~Iuality of th!: \'arious resean:h efforts vary becausc of limitations 
in methodolog~ and data soun:es. hut thc sum of the findings are. at 
I hl' \'Cry Icast. suggest iw of SlllllC trends. 
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ment officers to prevent a felonious escape arc discussed. 

Flemming, Arthur S. "Investigating Police Practices." elsa/orum-
46. 1978. pp. 15-17. (NCJ 52130) 
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights is conducting an investiga
tion of police misconduct. ranging from verbal abuse to use of 
deadly force. Commission's goals include reform of police depart
ment policies, external review mechanisms. and legislative a.nd 
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policy changes on the national level. 

Fyfe, JamesJ. Police Deadb' Force i,~ New York City: Some Implica
tions/or Po/ice anel Community Action. Unpublished paper, n. d. 
15 pp. (NCJ 53594) 

The author states that police agencies can reduce deadly force use 
by developing clear policies and review procedures, monitoring 
police performance, providing better training programs, and, 
with society's approval, equipping officers with weapons capable 
of temporarily immobilizing without kiUing. 

Geller, William A. Deadl .. Force Research bl' Public Interest 
Groups: The Sources and Availability o/l~ror;llalion. Evanston, 
III.: Chicago Law Enforcement Study Group, 1978. 12 pp. 
(NCJ 53593) 

Efforts of the Chicago Law Enforcement Study Group to obtain 
material on police use of deadly fon."C are outlined. Sources cited 
inclilde police department officials. literature reviews, news
Clippings, coroner's records, citizen groups. and State's Attorney's 
records. 

Goldkamp, 1.S. Minorities as Victims 0/ Police Shootings-Inter_ 
pr(·lali()n.~ (?l Racial Di,fproporticma/ity and Po/ice U.\'e ~r Dead~l' 
Force. Denver, Colo.: Institute for Court Ma.rlagement, 1976. 
15 pp. (NCJ 40099) 

Two perspectives are examined which are frequently involved 
when racial disproportionality is being interpreted-either in the 
realm of police killings or in the realm of arrest rates for 
crimes of violence. 

Harring. S.: Platt. T.: Speig!man, R.; and Takagi,~. "Management 
of Police Killings." Crime and SO(';al Ju.vlice. n. 8, 'f'ail~Wimer 
1917. flP. 3443. (NCJ 44416) 

A critical analysis is presented of research on police killings of 
ciVilians in the United States, and conclusions are drawn regarding 
the management of police violence. 

Harvie, R. A. Po/ice o.l.rker:~ U.V(· ~l FCJr(·e-l.all' and Liability. 
Chicago. III.: University of Illinois. n. d. 24 pp. MICROFICHE 
(NCJ 19412) 

Illinois criminal statutes and case law relating to the use of 
deadly force by a peace officer are presented and discussed. 

Huhs, M. S('all/(' (Wa.slringtcJll}-pol;ct! US(' ~l Dt!ad~l' Force. 
Seattle. Wash.: Seattle City Council. 1978. 15 pp. (NC.J 48659) 
Various aspects of the effort initiated by the city government of 
Seattle to define ~1I1d limit police use of deadly force-When and 
under what circumstances police officers may shoot--aredetailed. 

Kania, R.R .. and Mackey, W.C. "Police Violence as a Function of 
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Community Characteristics!' Criminology. v. IS, n. l. May 1977. 
pp. 2748. (NCJ 42109) 
The author~ find that existing models concerning police violence 
are not designed to explain variations among the states in the rates 
of police use of deadly force. 

Katz, B.S., and Edgner, 0.0, Los Angeles Count.,· District At
IOrneY:i Less-Lethal Weapons Task Force. Aberdeen Proving 
Ground. Md.: U.S. Department of the Army. 1976.31 pp. (Net 
38670) 
This rejJort presents the findings of the Los Angeles COI':.t1ty 
District Attorney's Office Task Force on less-lethal weapons, 
covering research and evaluation. wound ballistics, legislation. ~nd 
public information. 

McCreedy, K. R., and Hague. J. L. .AdministrQl;ve and Legal As
pects of a Policy to Limit the V se 'if Firearm.~ by Police L~fficers. 
GaIthersburg, Md.: International Association of Chiefs of PI.. 'lice, 
1975.5 pp. (NCJ 26136, 
An examina.tion is made of laws rellating to the use of deadly force 
and influences that groups such as the police. courts. and city 
government may have on firearms policy decisions; a restrictive 
policy is recommended. 

____ . Aspects of a Policy to Limit the Vse of Firearms. Austin. 
Tex.: Texas Police Association, 1975.7 pp. (NCJ 18681) 
The legal framework within which policy decisions concerning the 
use of deadly force must be made is discussed in relation to avail
able alternative policies. 

Nelligan, K. E. Constitutional i.aw-Police Officer Who Shoot", 
Fleeing Felon Protected from 42 V.S.c.. /983 Action by S,ate 
Privilege Rule-Jones v. Mar.~hall. 528 F !D 132 (2d Cir. i9'jj). 
Boston, Mass.: Suffolk Uhiversity. 1976. 18 pp. (NCJ 37240) 
An analysis is presented of a Federal Court of Appeals decision in 
Jones v. Mar.~hal/ (2d cir. 1975) determining the privilege of a 
police officer to use deadly force in effecting the arrest of a 
suspected felon. 

Pompa, Gilbert G. "A Major and Most Pressing Concern." e/ sa 
forum-46. 1978. pp. 10-14. (NCJ 52129) 
A general discussion of issues pertinent to police use of deadly 
force is presented, with emphasis on the nature of the problem, its 
effect on police-minority community relations, and efforts to 
achieve a solution. 

Ranck, Lee. "We Hire Our Officers from the Human Race." e/.\'a 
forum-46, 1978. pp. 29-34. (NCJ 52133) 
A revised firearms policy that has tightened controls on police u!'\e 
of deadly force in Prince George's County, Maryland. isexaminecl .. 
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Writtell generally from the police point of view, the article includes 
a caution from the Chief of Police that the revised policy is flexible 
rather tha.n absolute since police officers are human beings subject 
to the usual human frailties. 

Rhi.ne, B. "Kill or Be Killed-Use of Deadly Force in the RiotSitua
tion ... In Bassiouni, M .C., ed. The Law qf Dissent aIJd Riots. (N CJ 
01764) Springfield, III.: Charles C. Thomas, 1971.52 pp. (NCJ 
02032) 

An iflvestigation into the use of deadly force in the Detroit riot 
and recommendations regulating such usage are presented. 

Sands J.M. Civil Liabilill' of Go\'ernmem for I"adequate Police 
Fir;arm.v Training. Unpubiished paper, October 15,1972.19 pp. 
(NCJ 16215) 

A review is presented of appellate court decisions holding State 
and local governments liable for misuse of firearms by their police 
officers due to inadequate training, with suggestions for preventing 
such liability. 

Stone, D. "On the Que.slion of Repressioll-An Analysis of Repres
sion and the Re.sponse of the Black Community." Journal an 
Political R£'pri!,Vsioll. v. I. n. I. June 1975. pp. 71-78. MICRO
FICHE (NCJ 29017) 

An an~~ysis is presented of police repression of the black commun
ity in America as a reaction of monopoly capita.lists to a national 
and international economic crisis resulting fram a loss of markets 
and resources in underdeveloped na~ions. 

Tange, D. E. Model Firearms Training Program for All Pol;"e 
Agent'ie.s-Can One Be De\'bied'! Master's !hesis, City University 
of New York, 1974.219 pp. (NCJ 25234) 

Findings of a study conducted to examine the present firearms 
training program of the New Yark City Police and the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation to determine whether a model police fire
arms program can be devised are reviewed. 

Toch, H. Peacekeeping-Police, Prison.~, and Violence. Lexington, 
Mass.: D.C. Health, !977. 148 pp. (NCJ 44297) 
Police-suspect confrontations, violence in prisons, and cffoM to 
deal with and reduce future conflict are examined. 

Wallen, L.M. Professional anci BureauaatiC' Process o/Organiza
tional Central-Internal DiScipline ill the Los Angeles Police 
Department. Doctoral dissertation. University of California at 
Los Angeles. 1976. 353 pp. (NCJ 42040) 

At the descriptive level, a major purpose of this study is to delineate 
from two perspectives (internal and external) the processes by 
which police malpractice in Los Angeles is handled. 
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Wilson, J. V. Deadb' Force. A Report 10 the 79th IACP Annuf 
Conference. Salt Lake Cit)'. Gaithersburg. Md.: International 
Association of Chiefs of Police, 1972.3 pp. (NCJ 07517) 
This article reviews guidelines and recommendations relating to 
police practices and polii:ies un the use of firearms. 

Wright, E. J. Police Handguns and DelJd~I' Force-;4 Spedal Report 
io the GovernQr of the Siale ~f New York. Hem. Hugh L. Carey. 
February 1976. Albany, N.Y.: New York State Division ofCrim
inal Justice Services, 1978. 180 pp. MICROFICHE (NCJ 46256) 
The necessity of the use of the .357 magnum handgun a3d of 
deadly force by New York State troo~lCrs is examined. and the 
study's findings and recommendations are reported. 
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